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Preface 1.0

This book outlines the framework and vision for executing faithfully upon any and
all dispensations of the Bowflex brand. It is both a reference tool and inspirational
motivator, a guidepost and gauge to meter everything from external communications to
internal actions. This is your compass for competition, your lexicon for longevity, your
rites for relevance and path to prosperity.

You are the Bowflex brand.
Live it. Love it. Own it.

Introduction to Disruption Theory 2.0

A brand is much more
than a logo, color palette,
font set or graphic
treatment. Branding is
rather a purposed act,
made by a company or
organization, to create
relatable, valuable
context for a service set
and/or product offering.

We believe the most
effective brand visions
are born in a three part
equation described by
what we call “Disruption
Theory.” In simple terms,
Disruption Theory
asserts that no brand
can ascend to the
top of its respective
category by doing
the same things as its
competitors. Rather,
when a brand can
identify its industry’s
conventions, it sheds
light on where the brand
can disrupt the category
norms and in doing so
give birth to an ownable
brand vision.
CONVENTION
IDENTIFY + ANALYZE
THE RATIONALE OF
PERVADING INDUSTRY
CONVENTIONS
Industry conventions are
the accepted norms of a
given category, i.e, value
proposition, view of the
customer, audience focus,
marketing practices, business
model, offerings, and more.

DISRUPTION

TO

UNCOVER THE
OPPORTUNITIES
TO DISRUPT THE
CATEGORY
Disruption is a point of
view as much as an action.
Disrupting a category is to
capitalize on the positional
or product vacuums
ignored by the rest of the
competitive circle.

VISION

AND

CRAFT A WHOLLY
OWNABLE AND
REVITALIZED
BRAND VISION
Developing an effective
brand vision is to establish
a central goal and set of
supporting themes that
respond to disruptive
opportunities within the
competitive landscape.

PHILOSOPHY

Branding 101 3.0

CLARITY
PURPOSE
RESOLVE
MOTIVATION
BUSINESS

PROCESSES
PROGR AMS
PRO D U C T S

CENTRAL BRAND
GOAL + Supportive
VISIONARY THEMES
DISRUPTIVE
OPPORTUNITIES
CONVENTION
REALITIES
FOUNDATION

BRAND

A well fortified brand acts as both a
filter and a foundation upon which
the organization can securely build
a profitable future. This is executed
not merely by means of visual
or linguistic appeal but is most
prominently reflected in how the
brand behaves and what it does.
Arriving at a central brand goal and
establishing a set of supporting
themes is by no means an accident or
product of whim. Rather, they are the
anticipated outcome of placing one
block on top of another; conventions
pointing to disruptive opportunities,
informing the brand vision. The
central brand goal and visionary
themes always give honor to the
vision and are both the platform for
driving business growth as well as
the filter by which the organization
can qualify its philosophical beliefs,
processes and modes of operation,
internal and external programs and
even the products it offers.

F I LT R AT I O N

Disruption is a foundation for
better brand throughput.

ACCURACY
CONTINUITY
RELEVANCE
EFFECTIVITY

Successful brands project and reflect their vision

EXTERNAL
THE BRAND YOU PROJECT

Projecting + Reflecting the Brand 3.1

INTERNAL
THE BRAND YOU REFLECT

A brands is embodied in both physical and intellectual
assets. These inform its tangible presence as well as its
behavioral characteristics. Intellectual brand attributes
are rooted in the organization’s governing beliefs and

philosophy, which are a “reflection” of its convictions and
response to the brand vision. Physical brand attributes are
simply the employment of the intellectual assets. They are
the “projection” of the brand, i.e, its manifestation.

CONVENTION

context
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Iconographic Language 3.2

DISRUPTION
NEW VISION
INTELLECTUAL ATTRIBUTES
PHILOSOPHY
PROCESSES
PROGRAMS
VOICE
IP

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES

KEY STATEMENTS
VISUAL IDENTITY
GRAPHIC STYLE
PRODUCTS

Home Fitness Market Landscape 4.0

HOME
FITNESS
UNDER THE
MICROSCOPE

VALIDATE THE
PROSPECTS
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Future headroom for
category growth
4.1 billion

$1.2 billion
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Exercise has become
1 of the most significant
trends of the 21st century
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With that kind of headroom
for growth combined with
the intense fragmentation
of the fitness landscape,
a single brand achieving
a position of category
leadership is a viable
proposition. By simply
making a land grab of the
available market head room
Bowflex can achieve this position.
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The world market for fitness equipment
is a $6.4 billion industry and booming in
spite of a global economic slow down.
According to Global Industry Analysts
(GIA), “Exercise has become one of the
most significant trends of the twentyfirst century.” Its popularity has grown
globally across all age groups, genders,
and social and economic categories.
The main reason for this growing trend
is the increase in health awareness and
concern for improved lifestyle changes.
GIA predicts that the market for exercise
and fitness equipment is expected to
exceed $10.5 billion by 2015.

Category Headroom For Growth 4.1

lion
Scores of fitness brands
gross under $100 million
in revenue

Home Fitness Market Landscape Overview 4.2

In the following section, we will identify the single most distinct
convention within home fitness, and in doing so, reveal the most ready
opportunity for the Bowflex brand to disrupt the home fitness industry.
We will also reinforce our central disruptive position by looking at the
peripheral conventions within the industry that create opportunity for
further disruptive catalyst.
Conventions are not inherently negative; at their core is an original idea
that worked so well, others copied it. However, when convention occurs in
an industry or vertical, the brands that propagate it, more often than not,
leave the power and conviction of the original idea behind in exchange for
an empty mimicry, typically resulting in negative stigma.
We believe that when a brand is able to identify the conventions within
their vertical they are able to peal away the negative stigmas from the
vision and value of the originating idea, as well as identify unclaimed,
ownable value propositions. This is what allows brands to step outside of
their competitive circle, disrupt the category and ascend to a position of
leadership within their industries.

Identify The
Home Fitness
industry
Conventions
reveal The
opportunities
for bowflex
to disrupt

Fragmented + Polarized Market Landscape 4.3

12

Brands that market
programs, content
or a philosophical
approach to fitness.

The starkest and
perhaps most
opportunity rich
convention we
discovered within
the fitness market
landscape was a
distinctly polarized
offering, falling
into two specific
business models.

*Workgroup Study: Market Landscape — ref. appendices 14.4

Brands marketing
products, tools
or equipment to
enable fitness.

Both models
polarized equally
between strength
and cardio-centric
offerings. No one
brand fulfills a
long term holistic
solution committed
to delivering on
lifelong health and
fitness expectations.

Fragmented + Polarized Market 4.3

We articulated Life/
Fit Success as an
enabling, supportive,
honest perspective
of the human state
and a recognition that
every human being
possesses a deep
desire to achieve
and sustain a highly
personal, lifelong
state of wellbeing. We
further noted most
competitive brands
were only selling
short term results. In
reality the industry
as a whole is set up to
profit from people’s
failure, not their long
term success.

CARDIO

A polarized, fragmented
and over-saturated
fitness market landscape
has left consumers with
a distorted, confusing
and imbalanced fitness
offering. This paradigm
has created a brand
vacuum Bowflex can
occupy. We call it
“Life/Fit Success”

STRENGTH

PROGRAMS

PRODUCTS

Fragmented + Polarized Market 4.3

CARDIO
STRENGTH
PRODUCT
PROGRAM
PARTNER

Life/Fit
success
The holy grail of branding is standing in the value
gap. Bowflex can do this by converging product,
program, strength and cardio offerings into an
ongoing system of support and a flexible
identity audiences can interact with,
celebrate, relate to and
own for life.

Fragmented + Polarized Market 4.3

So why has no other
brand yet filled this
vacuum and sought
to redefine fitness

?

Fragmented + Polarized Market 4.3

In the
following
section we
will reason why

Fragmented + Polarized Market 4.3

In our workgroup study we looked
closely at two major players in the
fitness space, both on the product
and program side. We identified their
business models, marketing strategy,
positioning and why neither of these
players is likely to redefine fitness and
fundamentally alter the consumer
view of the fitness industry.

However, as an umbrella brand, Icon does
not equal the sum of its parts and has no
central unified consumer identity or equity.
It therefore, does not truly own the category
because it has done nothing to transform it,
make it better, unify it or look at audiences

as anything more than transaction
opportunities. This stems from Icon’s very
mission, based on a philosophy they call
“The Profit Angle.”
TO OWN THE CATEGORY —
Icon would have to unify its product brands, develop
a defensible philosophical platform audiences could
relate to, design, implement, integrate and market
its own programs and content driven products and
become a significantly more sophisticated marketer
virtually overnight. Though we do not view this as an
impossible hurdle, judge it quite unlikely.

Owns a broad network of product
brands but has no central voice or
credibility with consumer audiences.

The Profit Angle — ref. appendices 14.2

PROGRAMS

CARDIO

We defined Icon as a conglomerate brand
trying to own the category through broad
product brand holdings across both strength
and cardio offerings, filling the program void
by licensing content from brands with the
greatest latent market appeal.

Fragmented + Polarized Market 4.3

STRENGTH

What is Icon’s play and why can’t
they lead the fitness category?

PRODUCTS

“We believe we are the solution.”
Jon Congdon, Beachbody president and cofounder

This is ironically what every program centric
brand claims. They are simply in pursuit of a
differentiator that cannot be owned.
Beachbody has predominantly garnered its
growth and popularity by exploiting audience
preconditioning toward what we call “fad based
fitness” and by developing products that fall
into the impulse item price range category.
Consequently, their primary growth strategy
rests on scaling this model rather than changing
it. Their plans additionally include entry into the
membership gym space with an affiliate program
for trainers in the hope of growing their available
market universe. However, this will not affect on
their go to market strategy, which they design
Bloomberg Article: Beachbody — ref. appendices 14.3

to drive toward one of four primary emotional
triggers: impatience, narcissism, entertainment,
and enlightenment.
In spite of increasing their overall marketing
spend, Beachbody, is doing nothing to transform
the category as a whole in a positive way or do
away with its transactional, objectified view of the
fitness audience. Additionally, because Beachbody
does not own the developmental road maps for
any physical products of their own beyond simple
support devices, and because they believe home
gym equipment is largely outmoded, they cannot
effectively integrate their programs and products
into a truly holistic offering.
TO OWN THE CATEGORY —
Beachbody would have to invest heavily in product
R&D to create an integrated offering and develop
an honest view of health and fitness with a focus on
long range success.
We view this as highly unlikely, in part, because it
would be costly, time consuming and less profitable for
Beachbody to effectively enter the product space than for
a product focused company to enter the program space.
In addition, to do so would require the brand to make a
complete reversal on a position it has espoused since its
inception. This, in turn, would undermine Beachbody’s
credibility, something they are not likely to risk.

ENTERTAINMENT

NARCISSISM

Beachbody boldly and openly asserts their
aspiration for becoming a health and fitness
category-defining brand. However, their vision for
what that looks like has more to do with denying
the existence of a brand vacuum in the category
than filling it. They already believe they are the
center of the brand conversation on health and
fitness because, in their minds, they have the best
fitness solutions and they believe that exercise
equipment is largely outmoded.

Fragmented + Polarized Market 4.3

IMPATIENCE

What is Beachbody’s play and THERE
why is it unlikely they could own IS NO
the home fitness category? SPOON

ENLIGHTENMENT

Disrupting Negative Stigmas 4.4

Additional conventions
plaguing the home
fitness industry reinforce
the concept of Life/Fit
Success as the central
disruptive opportunity to
set Bowflex apart from
the competition.

1
2
3
4
5
6

There is no long range
focus on sustained success.
The idea of cardio versus
strength disciplines is outdated.
There is no balance between
aspiration and attainability.
A focus on building personalities
rather than on building brands.
Brand relationships that
begin and end with the sale.
Near term buyers only.
Everyone else take a number.

Disrupting Negative Stigmas 4.4

1

There is no
long range focus
on sustained success.
This is because the home fitness industry is dominated
by a fad based focus designed to exploit failure rather
than enable or reward long term success. In essence,
if you fall off the wagon, though it’s an unspoken truth,
most brands don’t care. Instead this represents an
opportunity to sell you a different product.
To stem the obvious brand toxicity this creates, home
fitness brands tend to market the product brand rather
than an over arching brand. In this way, once a product
brand is worn out, it is simply discarded or quietly
disappears. This is a concept called “Disposable Branding.”
This focus springs from a legacy born in unproven fly-bynight ideation and “work out widgets” designed to generate
a quick buck. The answer to the inevitable revenue
fall off is to simply continue popping out new products
and programs like candy to replace the fading fad. This
model comes up short because it doesn’t create lasting
relationships, credibility or sustained revenue streams.

Disrupting Negative Stigmas 4.4

2

The idea of cardio
versus strength
disciplines is outdated.
The polarized view of strength versus cardio
based offerings is a phantom of the industry.
The concept of strength training versus cardio
centered exercise was born out of sport and
competition to achieve different goals. However,
the home fitness industry, having adopted these
concepts, has largely failed to modernize them
in any meaningful way for the average consumer.
The old distinctions of strength and cardio are
tired. In the current environment the advantages
of blending the disciplines is more viable but
lacks adequate definition.
Owning an awakening in the industry to a
more wholistic, progressive and modernized
view of exercise, of fitness and general health
is not only possible, it’s probable, which is why
we believe it’s important for Bowflex to own
this definition first.

OR

Disrupting Negative Stigmas 4.4

3

There is no balance
between aspiration
and attainability.
This spawns from a warped, wildly aspirational
portrayal of success, based on beef cakes, beautiful
people and slick celebrity endorsements.
This does not deny that we all thrive on
aspiration, even if far reaching, for without it, it’s
impossible to establish goals. However, It’s when
the bar is set so high that it becomes unrealistic
that hope of success becomes too far from reach
to be sustainable.
Though this technique is widely recognized
amongst a variety of verticals as a successful sales
tool, it fails to resolve topics such as improving
cross-sell, lowering or eliminating rampant attrition
and extending the customer lifetime value.

Disrupting Negative Stigmas 4.4

4

A focus on building
personalities rather than
on building brands.

TOUCH YOUR
TOES, THERE’S
A SIDE OF FRIES
DOWN THERE!

EVEN MISTAKES
BURN CALORIES!

YOU CAN
DO EET!!!

So why do fitness brands love to leverage the personalities
memes are made of?
Brands that are based on individuals are limited, potentially
volatile and lack scalability because endorsers can rarely support
multiple “breakthrough” ideas and have little control over the
trajectory of the person the product or brand is hanging on (good,
bad or ugly). Take for example, Tiger Wood’s negative impact on
Nike Golf. Subsequently, the attributes of a personalty driven
brand begin and end with its spokesperson. Competitive brands
leverage this mode of branding because they are philosophically
driving a “one and done” transaction model and/or don’t desire to
develop anything more.
The positive origin of this convention is rooted in a single, powerful
truth: people connect with other people. Regardless of how
outlandish the personality, it’s an individual that has the power
to make someone feel like they care, empathise and support a
person’s interests. This is the X-Factor for selling anyone anything
and subsequently another driving reason why much of the home
fitness space employs this model.
It takes real commitment to match this quality in a personality
independent brand. However, this is not an insurmountable task.
Breathing human qualities into a brand and the means to move in a
very personal way is truly a viable accomplishment.

IF YOU’VE
GOT A DOOR,
YOU’VE GOT
A GYM!

HOW CAN YOU
BE IN THAT
MUCH PAIN
AND BE HAVING
THAT MUCH
FUN?

Disrupting Negative Stigmas 4.4

5

Brand relationships
that begin and
end with the sale.
Thank you for your order... Next!
A parallel fall out of the fad-based focus in the home
fitness industry is a distinct lack of interest in fostering
a post sale relationship and subsequently driving the
loyalty that fuels enriched customer value beyond
the initial transaction. The category-wide focus on
DRTV and the retail OEM channel further reflects
this position and is exemplary of the lack the strategic
depth and sophistication required to effectively
support a vibrant life cycle marketing program.
We liken the way in which the category at large
employs the retail OEM channel to fishing with a drift
net, while comparatively DRTV is like fishing with
Rotenone. The point being, everyone is out trying to
catch fish rather than farming fish.

BUY&BYE

Disrupting Negative Stigmas 4.4

6

Near term buyers
only please. Everyone
else can take a number.
A further detrimental outcome of the “buy or bye” strategy
of marketing is that though these brands maximize their
marketing spend on the closest revenue generating
audience, what they miss is the massive opportunity to
secure future buyers and, subsequently, the prospect of
brand dominance. This is true more of the product-focused
brands than the lower cost of entry program focused brands
but even despite the varying costs of entry, the highly
transactional nature of most of the competitive landscape
by consequential effect fail to levy any form of intentional
outreach and development of next generation of buyers.
These brands are not in the schools, influencing or
leveraging academia the way they could, aligning
philanthropic with younger audiences or those under
financial strain or hardship. These are their potential
biggest influential buyers of tomorrow.

YOU’RE
NOT THE
FIRST

In summary, our
introspective look at the
home fitness industry
identified a number of
areas where the Bowflex
brand can disrupt the
status quo, step out from
the competitive landscape
and, in doing so, even lead
the category as a definer
of home fitness.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Conclusions 4.5
We identified brands that offer products or programs but few that legitimately
own the more difficult balanced integrated offering. Bowflex can fill the vacuum
between these poles, owning a holistic health and fitness road map no other
competitor can yet command.
Bowflex can be the in the home fitness category to proactively reinvent the
concepts of strength versus cardio disciplines, creating a new definition of fitness
that is based in part on what Bowflex brings to the table but inclusive enough to
allow audience ownership.
By allowing a joint brand ownership, the core of the Bowflex brand, rooted in its
values, becomes the anchor by which audiences can secure themselves to ride the
waves of their deep seeded desire for life long well being, yet this model also allows
them to be the captain of their own ship.
Bowflex can then drive a fit cultural revolution based on “Life/Fit Success.” This enables
opportunity to own a richer, more valuable customer life cycle by developing products,
programs and an ongoing customer relationship designed to facilitate fitness success far
beyond the sale, growing advocacy, organic growth and cross sell opportunity.
Bowflex can support brand interaction by designing programs and products as
well as seamless integration between them that is inherently and intentionally
propagated to facilitate brand interaction and dialogue, resulting in cultivation of a
customer relationship with a purposed outcome of deep seeded brand loyalty.
Bowflex can then honor engagement, brand participation and loyalty by
designing program and product models that reward engagement, enrich it
further, and deepen intimacy, maturing into a cultive brand following that drives
organic growth and momentum.
Bowflex can extend its gaze to focus not only on near term buyers with cash in their
pockets but, in a forward thinking manner, proactively engage in outreach to future
audiences to secure pre-purchase-state brand awareness, loyalty, aspiration and
lock down assurance of future category ownership.

Polarized focuses on either
fitness products or programs.

Own the vacuum between
product or program focus.

Strength vs cardio is a narrow,
outmoded view of fitness.

Create a new holistic, balanced definition
of the accepted fitness disciplines.

No balance between
aspiration and attainability.

Allow audiences to participate in
defining realistic motivators and goals.

No long range focus on
sustainable fitness solutions.

Drive a fit cultural revolution based on
Life Fit Success centered solutions.

Focus on building personalities
rather than on building brands.

Define programs and products
that enable brand interaction.

Brand relationships that
begin and end with the sale.

Honor and recognize engagement
and brand participation.

Near term buyers only.
Everyone else take a number.

Strive to develop advocacy and
awareness with future audiences.

DISRUPTION

CONVENTION

Conclusions Summary 4.5

Philosophical Foundation 5.0

THE HEART
AND SOUL OF
A BRAND IS
EMBEDDED
IN ITS DNA

Philosophical Foundation Overview 5.1

The following
section is focused
on defining the
Bowflex brand
vision, one
that leverages
the brand’s
opportunities to
disrupt the home
fitness category.

The brand vision itself is shaped by
two basic influences: the brand’s
opportunities to disrupt the category
and the brand’s heritage, origin or
anthropology. The sum of these
components point to the brand’s natural
path or morphology. Development of a
central brand goal and set of supporting
themes are the outcome of following
out the path laid forth by the brand’s
morphology to their natural conclusions.

as establish a “brand center,” or a clear
picture of the response driving, common
denominators that span most segments.
We furthered this strategy by establishing
two sets of triggers, one aimed at driving
acquisition and another at facilitating
retention, with both designed to provide
more relatable context for the audience
need states and deliver tangible ways in
which the brand can move to motivate
desired audience behaviors.

The vision of the brand is embodied in
its philosophical foundation, which is
an expression of the characteristics and
beliefs that will fulfill on the central brand
goal. However, to develop a philosophical
platform of credible substance and value
a brand must know its audience as well
as itself. Recognizing the need to better
relate to the broader home fitness market,
Bowflex has adopted a segmentation based
strategy that can respond to varying need
states across audience sub groups, as well

A brand’s philosophical identity is a complex
thing, but in essence, is what makes a brand
vital, not just a concept or a culmination
of principals and interests, but a living,
breathing, feeling entity. To bring the
Bowflex brand to life, in a personal way, we
will break it down into its DNA or positional
characteristics. We will also define its
human attributes and summarize these
collective components in a series of both
inter-organizationally facing and audience
facing, self defining, statements.

Anthropology + Morphology 5.2

ANTHROPOLOGY
Bowflex, from inception, has not only been a category defining brand but indeed a
category creating brand. In not so many words, the very concept of home fitness, as we
know it today, owes its existence and substance to Bowflex.
We believe the very same passion and vision that
brought the first Bowflex to market is still alive
and well today, nested deeply in the fabric
of the culture of the organization. Those
same ideals that built the original Bowflex
brand are the very attributes that have
grown an entire industry seeking to
mimic the magic that is Bowflex.
As we look toward developing a central
brand goal, an embodying driver that
creates purposed momentum, we hope
in doing so, to reignite the embers of the
Bowflex spirit. We will create a tangible
context and unifying concept that can be
lived out regardless of each individual’s
role or responsibility. All philosophies,
processes, programs and products will be
checked against this central value to proof its
purpose and congruence.

MORPHOLOGY
When looking at the disruptive opportunities that exist for the Bowflex brand, combining
them with the organization’s cultural heritage as a category originator / change maker and
with a clear picture in hand of the competitive landscape, we believe it offers both a clear
opportunity and a daring challenge for Bowflex.
We believe there to be a natural order to business
that propagates both innovators and chariot
chasers and though both can be successful
business models, it’s the formal, rather than the
latter, that drives the highest share value and
therefore, return on investment.
Because of the Bowflex ongoing aptitude and
tenacity to continually innovate
and drive the home fitness
industry, we believe its
prospects to obtain a solid
position as the go-to brand
in the category, to not only
be a viable prospect, but a
probable one, should the brand
act in power on the disruptive
vision laid before it.

Central Brand Goal 5.3

We believe the collective embodiment that
is the ethos and opportunity for Bowflex
is captured in the central brand goal of...

Determining to purposefully place the
Bowflex brand at the head of a fitness
cultural revolution, to meaningfully
influence the course of audiences’
understanding of what home fitness is,
and perhaps even fitness in general, is

already a Bowflex legacy and therefore
a natural central theme to plot a path to
becoming a category defining brand. This
means that every act, every idea of the
organization should honor and reflect this
singular objective with each individual

BEing A
CATEGORY
DEFINING
BRAND

asking themselves, “How is what I’m doing,
directly or indirectly, revolutionizing home
fitness?”, inherently therein, “How is it
making Life/Fit Success a greater reality?”
Additionally, it is important to consider
our goal is to effect a revolution not foster

mere evolution. It is like inventing the
first personal teleportation device rather
than coming up with a faster car. Siting
an example from the recent past, Apple
invented the world’s first smart phone while
RIM made phones with keyboards.

Themes Driving Outcomes 5.4

The seven disruptive opportunities for
the Bowflex brand, identified in section
4.5, represent the themes that will
become the proof points by which the
brand will fulfill on the central brand
goal and drive the following outcomes.

THEMES
Own the vacuum between product or program focus.
Create a new wholistic, balanced definition of the accepted fitness disciplines.
Allow audiences to participate in defining realistic motivators and goals.
Drive a fit cultural revolution based on Life/Fit Success centered solutions.
Define programs and products that enable brand interaction.
Honor and recognize engagement and brand participation.
Strive to develop advocacy and awareness with future audiences.

CENTRAL GOAL Become a category defining brand.

OUTCOMES
Cultivation of viral awareness.
Acceleration of brand adoption.
Breaking down barriers to entry.
Garner residual revenue streams.
Reflect boost In direct sales.
Recognize increased customer lifetime value.
Develop a cultive following.
Realize brand immortalization.
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Healthy + Active
Frequent exercisers at any
age with a holistic view of
fitness/wellness.
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Want to live a healthier
lifestyle, but life is busy, leaving
little time for exercise; this
results in some anxiety/guilt
about not taking better
care of themselves.

SH

—

Strive to make healthier
lifestyle choices, but
it is a constant battle.
Focus on eating healthier
and exercising more
frequently.

Overwhelmed
+ Aspiring

RE

Wanna Do Betters

Physical and economic
constraints limit immediate
interest and buying power,
but also represent potential
brand advocates and
future consumers.
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— BALAN

Prefer others exercising
around them to keep
motivated. Seek out fun
and engaging types of
exercise.

Broke + Starting Out
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Exercise is a chore,
but they try to work
out to improve their
health issues.

Social
Variety Seekers
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holistically health focused
and actively engage in and
enjoy exercising regularly.
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Fitness Nuts
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In the following pages and as we delve into aspects of the brand like “voice” we
will demonstrate, in a more exacting manner, how the brand can respond to need
states to drive segmentation strategy.

OUTDOOR SOC

Fitness-focused rather than

NG

Segmentation is not something new to the home fitness industry. However, as
we took note previously, most other fitness brands that segment do so by four
emotional motivators rather than by need state driven behaviors. While targeting
emotional motivators is effective at “driving the sale,” we believe it does not lay
the foundation for a long term relationship of substance with audiences. In our
research we identified three of the seven segments that represent the greatest
growth opportunity for the brand. They are the “Broke + Starting Out” segment,
“Overwhelmed + Aspiring” segment and the “Wanna do Betters.”
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Reluctant Exercisers
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Research identified
the broader home
fitness audience to
be made up of seven
unique segments,
each driven by
varying need states.

—

Segmentation Strategy 5.5
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Defining Brand Center 5.6

Brand center need states by weight ranker.
Before a brand can focus on
segmentation, it must first find “BrandCenter,” or the sum of its optimal target
audiences and most relevant aligning
need states. When looking at the home
fitness category as a whole, there are
some basic truths that are reflected in the
collective data that will help us to point
the Bowflex brand at its Brand-Center.
When considering how segmentation
works, think of it in respects to two
people resonating with the color red. One
individual thinks of red in the context of
fire engine while the other relative to an
apple. Both are red but the language and
visual metaphors employed to create an
appropriate context for each individual
is unique. This, in not so many words, is
how segmentation can take place without
creating irreconcilable brand variance.
Having a common context

for the Bowflex Brand also helps us to
identify its foundational elements, so that
when acute messaging segmentation
cannot take place, relatability and an
honoring of the brand’s central identity
can be guaranteed.
By assigning primary need states a ranking
weight of three points, secondary need
states a ranking weight of two points and
tertiary need states a ranking weight of
one point, the following model reflects
the top three need states by segment,
demonstrating those that are the most
central to the brand.
Outdoor social and burn fat clearly stand
out as the central need states to the brand,
also aligning with the brands most readily
available segments for growth: Broke
+ Starting Out, Wanna Do Betters and
Aspiring + Overwhelmed.

Outdoor Social:13

1

Burn Fat:07

2

Balance + Flexibility:05

3

3

2

1

1

Medically Motivated:04

2
2

Disciplined Routine:03

1

Proactive Health:01

3

1

3

1

3

3

Social Motivation:05
Build Strength:04

1

2
2
2

3

Quick + Easy:00
Refresh + Recharge:00
Broke +
Starting Out

Fitness
Nuts

Healthy
+ Active

Social Variety Wanna Do Aspiring +
Reluctant
Seekers
Betters Overwhelmed Exercisers

Segments with greatest opportunity for growth.

What fosters relevance

Acquisitionoriented triggers
drive action and
motivate desired
behaviors.
One of the determining factors to effective
segmentation is to synthesize, from the key need
states behind each segment, a set of relatable
triggers. This lays a foundation upon which all
outbound communications can be based.
Convenient, easy integration with a daily routine
and no need to travel to a gym skewed as the highest
ranking trigger across the segments.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Aligning Triggers with Segments 5.7

Easy Life Integration
+ Convenient
Whole Body
Healthy
Motivational +
Energizing
I n s p ires
Co n fid en ce
Progress
Tracking
Try Before
You Buy
Produces
Rapid Results

what fosters dialogue

Retention-oriented
triggers sustain brand
dialogue enabling
cultivation of consumer
relationships.
We also identified seven relationship enabling triggers the brand can
leverage to develop long term value, and further propagate Life Fit
Success. Again, these triggers create common connections to the need
states leveraging Brand-Center and are foundational platforms for
informing cultivation of long range, mutually rewarding relationships
within audiences, as well as with the brand.
Social enablement and, in particular, social satisfaction during fitness
activity, rose from amongst the others as the most key motivational
factor driving long range commitment to fitness. This includes social
behaviors like camaraderie, accountability, competition and good old
fashioned peer pressure.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Aligning Triggers with Segments 5.7

Socially
Satisfying
Entertaining
+ Engaging
Challenge That
Grows With You
Engineered For
Life/Fit Success
Keeps You
Accountable
Partners Past
Purchase
Provide Solid
Support

Establishing the Bowflex Brand DNA 5.8

SERVICE BRAND PROMISE: Our ongoing commitment to facilitate a lifetime of fitness success,
no matter where you are in your fitness journey, is unshakable, and our devotional zeal for your wellbeing
unmatched as we explore every avenue of science and measure of expertise to legitimize our promise.

PRODUCT
BRAND
PROMISE

PRODUCT BRAND PROMISE: For us, every inspiration and every innovation that follows,
begins with you, a human being and your unique needs: physical, social, emotional. We don’t create
widgets, we produce well-being. So when it comes to the products we design, there is nothing
contributing to your success that goes unconsidered. For this reason we can stand behind our solutions
boldly, in confidence, knowing your experience will deliver on far more than fleeting fancy but rather
serve long-lasting reward on every level.
GUIDING PRINCIPALS: Our pride is in your ongoing success in fitness by remaining committed

GUIDING
PRINCIPALS

to pulling up our boot straps to do the work it takes to ensure it. Through scrap and endurance we
are true to our calling to live out our belief that everyone deserves to achieve life long well being and
personal achievement in fitness. In this you can remain confident that through every fitness challenge
we have your back.

CURRENT CORE COMPETENCY: We live our legacy forward with momentum and power as
change makers, visionaries and stewards of fitness. Through intent observation and adaptation we set the
gold standard for quality, cultural relevance and proactive participation in your long term success.
VISIONARY COMPETENCY: We aspire to be the de facto, top of mind brand for fitness
success regardless of your point of entry, to own the future of home fitness, to be a bridge for every gap
of the current fitness landscape and to let our empathy be in our actions so that we don’t just tell the
story but live the story.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE: We will not be out-marketed or under spent when it comes to
living up to the heritage of our brand and delivering category defining solutions aimed at long range success.
In so doing, we will provide utility and value in every communication, facilitating dialogue, a relationship and
extending life time value whenever possible. We always enact upon our investment in your fitness future to
the maxim of our capacity, never to be accused of being penny wise and pound poor.

BRAND NUCLEUS: Your lifelong fitness success is our legacy and our future.

*Workgroup Study: Brand Essence — ref. appendices 14.5

SERVICE
BRAND
PROMISE

BRAND
NUCLEUS

COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE

CURRENT CORE
COMPETENCY
VISIONARY
COMPETENCY

Brand Human Attributes Translation 5.9

HUMAN
ATTRIBUTE
TRANSLATION
BRANDS CAN
NOT RESPOND
TO THE HUMAN
STATE WITHOUT
DETERMINING
THEIR OWN
HUMAN
ATTRIBUTES.

*Workgroup Study: Human Attributes — ref. appendices 14.6

BRAN

Brand Human Attributes Translation 5.9

REPRESENTATIVE
CHARACTER TRAITS
BRAND PERSONALITY

Transformational like Jennifer Hudson, NOT like Kate Gosling
Visionary like Steve Jobs, NOT like Vladimir Putin
Frank like Jimmy Stewart, NOT like Stephen Colbert
Legacy like Michael Jordan, NOT like Dennis Rodman
Sexy like Shakira, NOT like Pamela Anderson
Successful like Oprah, NOT like the Kardashians
Hones like Christopher Reeves, NOT like Lance Armstrong
Consistent like Serena Williams, NOT like Anna Kournikova
Timeless like U2, NOT like Guns and Roses

Brand Human Attributes Translation 5.9

INNOVATIVE
ASPIRATIONAL
MOTIVATIONAL
GENUINE
FRANK
APPROACHABLE
SEXY
EDUCATED
RESULTS-DRIVEN
ABOUT FITNESS
ENCOURAGING
WISE
INSPIRATIONAL
ACCEPTING
CONTEMPORARY
LIFESTYLE-FOCUSED
HAS CHUTZPAH
A RESOURCE

TRUSTWORTHY
CONFIDENT
BARES POTENTIAL
EMPOWERING
ENABLING
FUN
ENERGIZING
CONSISTENT
COMMITTED
A CHANGE MAKER
REWARDING
CHALLENGING
INCLUSIVE
ACKNOWLEDGING
RELEVANT
A GOOD RETURN ON
INVESTMENT
WORTHWHILE

IS

IS NOT

A CELEBRITY SPOKES-BRAND
SOMETHING TO BE TAKEN LIGHTLY
A FLASH IN THE PAN
FLY BY NIGHT
A FAD
MEAT HEAD TRAINERS
SLEAZY
GIMMICKS OR GIZMOS
CHEAP
DISHONEST
A MAGIC PILL
DISINGENUOUS
LACKING IN CHARACTER
FRAUDULENT
UNDER WHELMING
INDIFFERENT
ARROGANT
IMPRACTICAL
SURREPTITIOUS

Brand Human Attributes Translation 5.9

COMPATIBLE
METAPHORS
LIKE UNLIKE

Confident like a soldier, NOT like a prima donna
Innovative like Dyson, NOT like Shake Weight
Wise like a trusted friend, NOT like a fortune cookie/teller
Sexy like a romance, NOT like a hook up
Inspirational like an olympic back story, NOT like an American Idol Contestant
Encouraging like a good coach, NOT like a nagging mom
Accepting like a church, NOT like a country club
Enabling like an instructional book, NOT like a bottle of booze

Brand Human Attributes Translation 5.9

INTANGIBLE
DEFINITIONS
THE “WE”
STATEMENTS

We believe in the person you can be.
We always innovate in ways that improve the fitness experience to solve human challenges.
We know on size doesn’t fit all.
We are not afraid to fail to find our way.
We believe in people first, product second.
We believe fit is sexy on every age, every body type for everybody.
We meet your needs where you are in your fitness journey.
We recognize each person possesses their own intensely personal ideal of what fitness is.
We continually work to provide what people want, we make sure to provide what they need.
We invite our audiences to participate in sculpting our vision.

Brand Manifesto 5.10

The brand manifesto is
typically an inward facing
statement portraying an easily
digestible encapsulation
of the industry conventions,
disruptive opportunities
and brand vision.

The world of Home Fitness is fatefully fragmented, full of
fraudulent claims and littered with the corpses of endless
empty promises. Each brand is trying to beat the same drum
louder than the next all the while expecting to produce
a melody from within the din. Home Fitness has become
an industry of fad and flamboyance designed to profit
off of peoples failure rather than lifetime achievement.
Therein we saw an overwhelming opportunity to own
something bigger, better than the sale, an ongoing
relationship, one that would propel a fitness revolution.
Not one demanding audiences march to a different beat
of the same old drum, but as singers in a grand new opera.
One in which they can partake in playing out their own
masterpiece. An ongoing work we call Life/Fit Success.
So world, we give home fitness back to you, to cheer you on,
to support your every need, to share in your story, and your
glory, to inspire and applaud your continual success, to...

Tagline 5.11

Tag lines are not concrete brand attributes but rather brand enhancers that attempt to sum
up the drive of the brand at a moment in time. Brands can operate with or without a tag line—
without detriment to the brand. However, a poorly aligned tag line is worse than no tag line at all.

Mission Statement 5.12

The mission statement is an inward facing
communication designed to provide greater
context to the central brand goal. It’s the
working “How” statement that delivers on it.

It is our undying goal to help every
person achieve lifetime fitness
success. Simply put, we exist to
bring together the brightest and
most passionate people to design,
develop, communicate and support
unparalleled lifetime fitness solutions.

Mantra 5.13

The brand mantra is another inward facing statement that distills the mission statement
into a single livable principle, one that each and every employee, regardless of role or
responsibility can own. It further establishes the attitudinal nature of the brand.

We thrive on enabling
others’ success.

Voice Articulation 6.0

Voice Articulation Overview 6.1

DO AS WE SAY
AND AS WE DO

What your brand has to say, and more importantly, when and how your brand
communicates contextually, is often overshadowed by the more tactile visual brand.
However, though more subtle, your brand’s voice is by no means the lesser instrument. In
fact, it’s quite the converse. How we perceive or recall a brand may have much to do with
its visual appeal but the deeper seated “how we feel about a brand” has everything to do
with what a brand says and moreover what it does.

Is germane
Invites input
Tells a good story
Avoids intractability
Reasons objectively
Is witty and entertaining
Speaks authoritatively
Is consistently relatable
Is tempered with humility
Demonstrates accountability
Peaks desire not losing sight of the need

The Bowflex vocal characteristics reflect the brand DNA and human attributes

THE BOWFLEX VOICE

VOCAL CHARACTERISTICS

Central Vocal Characteristics 6.2

—Breaks down complex problems into simple solutions, presenting them in a colloquial manner.
—Leaves room for contribution, facilitates dialogue and interaction whenever and wherever possible.
—Captures the center of audiences’ emotion, drawing them in around the campfire of the brand.
—Stays away from irrational, artificially complex arguments.
—Proactively solves problems and presents answers. Does not pose punitive perspectives.
—Humorous, fun and mentally engaging with a seat belt (never goofy, absurd or obtuse)
—Doesn’t lob questions. Solicits statements aimed at provoking introspective contemplation, curiosity and inquiry.
—Establishes common ground in a present minded dialogue, never based on the preterite or figurative fancy.
—Is not puffed up, boastful, slanderous or unyielding.
—Takes ownership, never makes incredulous or undefended claims.
—Provokes the emotion to constructive action.

Voice Along the Customer Life-Cycle 6.3

Establishing a working
knowledge of how the
brand should modify
its voice along the
relationship life cycle
is key to maximizing
brand value and
becoming a household
name. Brands that
become adept and
agile at recognizing
and responding to
the unique nuances
of a deepening
brand relationship
become immortal.

1. FUTURE AUDIENCE
cultivation stream:
seed appeal

2. CULTIVATED BUYER
acquisition stream:
court prospects

3. POST PURCHASE PATRON
welcome stream:
lay relationship foundation

4. ONGOING OWNERSHIP
retention stream:
drive value exchange

The aspirational brand voice is inclusive, not exclusive. It entreats future audiences in the way a big brother would who
allows his little brother to tag along in spite of his buddies’ heckling. And rather than suffering embarrassment, gives the
little brother a wink of confidence, making something up for him to do to feel as though he is participating, even though
technically he can’t yet truly contribute.
As the brand seeks to convert awareness and general audience appeal into first time customers it’s important to
remember that, as in the dating game, “You keep them how you catch them.” As such, an honest brand that seeks to make
their future customers their bride for life converts with genuine chemistry, a linguistic ballet reflecting the heart of the
brand and not a cabaret of gimmickry oration. This is where the reflected brand can be as important as the projected
brand. It is tonally reflective of old fashioned etiquette, not the modern meat market. The process is deliberate, not
without creativity but subtle and sensitive over seductive and slick.
The romance period of your brand is one of the most critical points in your future customer relationship and marks
the starkest shift in the vocal mode your brand communicates by — moving from a formal to familiar informal tone.
This shift is also marked by a swing from passive to active voice and from third to first person presentation. This is
because it is natural, once a relationship has been established, for the object of communication to evolve from the
opportunity to the individual.
This phase of the customer relationship suffers the most with brands by means of under or over communication and
by miscommunication, being the most common fail point. All stem from a bigger failure to listen and empathize, in turn
allowing the brand to dynamically tune the dial on tonal intimacy correctly. Indeed, deepening the relationship with the
customer forces a brand to bring its vocal “A-Game.” Contrary to conventional wisdom, raising the bar on relationship is
not about what each party gets out of it, but about what each party puts into it. This manifests vocally by developing a
contextual memory to foster ongoing dialogue, wherein lies the golden opportunities to listen and respond to consumer
needs in ways that keep the spice in the relationship alive. Additionally this creates the number one context for cross sell,
informs offerings or even serves as an early warning beacon for course correction as required.

5. EARLY ADVOCATE
loyalty stream:

As the brand / consumer relationship deepens, equally does opportunity for greater tonal intimacy and establishing
more actionable trust. This is the phase of the relationship where the brand voice and behaviors must heighten their
response to reinforce favorable customer actions and become adept at channeling fledgling advocacy without crushing
or overburdening it. This is again a point where many brands get tripped up, namely succumbing to paranoia while often
over-managing communications that begin to leave the hand of the brand and its direct influence, giving way to those
that are consumer originated.

6. LONG TERM LOYALTY
active advocate stream:

A sign of a powerful brand is one that pays out pension for long term participation. However, this is also a key point
where the brand can up the anti with the consumer and more confidently set collaborative expectations for outspoken
endorsement and contribution as acknowledgment for their continued devotion. In turn the vocal tone can become
more strategic, transparent and purposed. Also leveraging lasting loyalty is a mark of a brand that has made significant
investment in the consumer and recognizes that effective life-cycle communication is about being a more well tuned
listener than they are an orator.

reward engagement

propagate participation

7. INSEPARABLE IDENTITY
cultive stream:
implant a legacy

Household brands give credit where credit is due and in doing so make the customer the story teller because they’ve
become a part of the story. This is the one time the brand tone and context is notably exclusive in nature. You are talking to
an insiders club of elite patrons who ran the race with you side by side and finished the course. This is the place where the
brand sits on the porch rocker next to the customer and with a playful snicker, waves over any passer by on the curb to tee
up a story, then without skipping a beat, passes off the punch line delivery to their rocking partner.

SEGMENT DIFFERENTIATORS

SEGMENT

NEED STATE

Balance + Flexibility

Broke +
Starting Out
Physical and
economic constraints
limit immediate
interest and buying
power but also
represent potential
brand advocates and
future consumers

Proactive Health
Outdoor Social
Quick And Easy
Medically Motivated
Build Strength
Burn Fat
Disciplined Routine
Social Motivation
Refresh + Recharge

PRIMARY

ACTION TRIGGER

Segmentation Tonal Differentiators 6.4

Easy Life Integration + Convenient

Flexible + Germane

Motivational + Energizing

Exuberant + Excitable

Produces Rapid Results

Conclusive + Urgent

Whole Body Healthy

Philosophical + Empathic

Try Before You Buy

Invitational + Inquisitive

Progress Tracking

Supportive + Objective

Inspires Confidence

Aspirational + Confident

Socially Satisfying

Conversational + Relational

Keeps You Accountable

Precise + Decisive

Challenge That Grows With You

Challenging + Leading

Entertaining + Engaging

Humorous + Witty + Playful

Engineered Four Life/Fit Success

Forward Looking + Technical

Partners Past Purchase

Inclusive + Engaging

Solid Support

Inquisitive + Proactive

SECONDARY
TERTIARY

SUSTAIN TRIGGER

TONAL CHARACTERISTICS

SEGMENT DIFFERENTIATORS

SEGMENT

NEED STATE

Balance + Flexibility

Fitness Nuts
fitness-focused
rather than
holistically health
focused and actively
engage in and enjoy
exercising regularly.

Proactive Health
Outdoor Social
Quick And Easy
Medically Motivated
Build Strength
Burn Fat
Disciplined Routine
Social Motivation
Refresh + Recharge

PRIMARY

ACTION TRIGGER

Segmentation Tonal Differentiators 6.4

Easy Life Integration + Convenient

Flexible + Germane

Motivational + Energizing

Exuberant + Excitable

Produces Rapid Results

Conclusive + Urgent

Whole Body Healthy

Philosophical + Empathic

Try Before You Buy

Invitational + Inquisitive

Progress Tracking

Supportive + Objective

Inspires Confidence

Aspirational + Confident

Socially Satisfying

Conversational + Relational

Keeps You Accountable

Precise + Decisive

Challenge That Grows With You

Challenging + Leading

Entertaining + Engaging

Humorous + Witty + Playful

Engineered Four Life/Fit Success

Forward Looking + Technical

Partners Past Purchase

Inclusive + Engaging

Solid Support

Inquisitive + Proactive

SECONDARY
TERTIARY

SUSTAIN TRIGGER

TONAL CHARACTERISTICS

SEGMENT DIFFERENTIATORS

SEGMENT

NEED STATE

Balance + Flexibility

Healthy
+ Active
Frequent exercisers
at any age with
a holistic view of
fitness/wellness.

Proactive Health
Outdoor Social
Quick And Easy
Medically Motivated
Build Strength
Burn Fat
Disciplined Routine
Social Motivation
Refresh + Recharge

PRIMARY

ACTION TRIGGER

Segmentation Tonal Differentiators 6.4

Easy Life Integration + Convenient

Flexible + Germane

Motivational + Energizing

Exuberant + Excitable

Produces Rapid Results

Conclusive + Urgent

Whole Body Healthy

Philosophical + Empathic

Try Before You Buy

Invitational + Inquisitive

Progress Tracking

Supportive + Objective

Inspires Confidence

Aspirational + Confident

Socially Satisfying

Conversational + Relational

Keeps You Accountable

Precise + Decisive

Challenge That Grows With You

Challenging + Leading

Entertaining + Engaging

Humorous + Witty + Playful

Engineered Four Life/Fit Success

Forward Looking + Technical

Partners Past Purchase

Inclusive + Engaging

Solid Support

Inquisitive + Proactive

SECONDARY
TERTIARY

SUSTAIN TRIGGER

TONAL CHARACTERISTICS

SEGMENT DIFFERENTIATORS

SEGMENT

NEED STATE

Balance + Flexibility

Social
Variety
Seekers
Prefer others
exercising around
them to keep
motivated. Seek out
fun and engaging
types of exercise.

Proactive Health
Outdoor Social
Quick And Easy
Medically Motivated
Build Strength
Burn Fat
Disciplined Routine
Social Motivation
Refresh + Recharge

PRIMARY

ACTION TRIGGER

Segmentation Tonal Differentiators 6.4

Easy Life Integration + Convenient

Flexible + Germane

Motivational + Energizing

Exuberant + Excitable

Produces Rapid Results

Conclusive + Urgent

Whole Body Healthy

Philosophical + Empathic

Try Before You Buy

Invitational + Inquisitive

Progress Tracking

Supportive + Objective

Inspires Confidence

Aspirational + Confident

Socially Satisfying

Conversational + Relational

Keeps You Accountable

Precise + Decisive

Challenge That Grows With You

Challenging + Leading

Entertaining + Engaging

Humorous + Witty + Playful

Engineered Four Life/Fit Success

Forward Looking + Technical

Partners Past Purchase

Inclusive + Engaging

Solid Support

Inquisitive + Proactive

SECONDARY
TERTIARY

SUSTAIN TRIGGER

TONAL CHARACTERISTICS

SEGMENT DIFFERENTIATORS

SEGMENT

NEED STATE

Balance + Flexibility

Wanna
Do Betters
Strive to make
healthier lifestyle
choices, but it is
a constant battle.
Focus on eating
healthier and
exercising more
frequently.

Proactive Health
Outdoor Social
Quick And Easy
Medically Motivated
Build Strength
Burn Fat
Disciplined Routine
Social Motivation
Refresh + Recharge

PRIMARY

ACTION TRIGGER

Segmentation Tonal Differentiators 6.4

Easy Life Integration + Convenient

Flexible + Germane

Motivational + Energizing

Exuberant + Excitable

Produces Rapid Results

Conclusive + Urgent

Whole Body Healthy

Philosophical + Empathic

Try Before You Buy

Invitational + Inquisitive

Progress Tracking

Supportive + Objective

Inspires Confidence

Aspirational + Confident

Socially Satisfying

Conversational + Relational

Keeps You Accountable

Precise + Decisive

Challenge That Grows With You

Challenging + Leading

Entertaining + Engaging

Humorous + Witty + Playful

Engineered Four Life/Fit Success

Forward Looking + Technical

Partners Past Purchase

Inclusive + Engaging

Solid Support

Inquisitive + Proactive

SECONDARY
TERTIARY

SUSTAIN TRIGGER

TONAL CHARACTERISTICS

SEGMENT DIFFERENTIATORS

SEGMENT

NEED STATE

Balance + Flexibility

Overwhelmed
+ Aspiring
Want to live a
healthier lifestyle,
but life is busy, leaving
little time for exercise;
this results in some
anxiety/guilt about
not taking better
care of themselves.

Proactive Health
Outdoor Social
Quick And Easy
Medically Motivated
Build Strength
Burn Fat
Disciplined Routine
Social Motivation
Refresh + Recharge

PRIMARY

ACTION TRIGGER

Segmentation Tonal Differentiators 6.4

Easy Life Integration + Convenient

Flexible + Germane

Motivational + Energizing

Exuberant + Excitable

Produces Rapid Results

Conclusive + Urgent

Whole Body Healthy

Philosophical + Empathic

Try Before You Buy

Invitational + Inquisitive

Progress Tracking

Supportive + Objective

Inspires Confidence

Aspirational + Confident

Socially Satisfying

Conversational + Relational

Keeps You Accountable

Precise + Decisive

Challenge That Grows With You

Challenging + Leading

Entertaining + Engaging

Humorous + Witty + Playful

Engineered Four Life/Fit Success

Forward Looking + Technical

Partners Past Purchase

Inclusive + Engaging

Solid Support

Inquisitive + Proactive

SECONDARY
TERTIARY

SUSTAIN TRIGGER

TONAL CHARACTERISTICS

SEGMENT DIFFERENTIATORS

SEGMENT

NEED STATE

Balance + Flexibility

Reluctant
Exercisers
Exercise is a chore,
but they try to work
out to improve their
health issues.

Proactive Health
Outdoor Social
Quick And Easy
Medically Motivated
Build Strength
Burn Fat
Disciplined Routine
Social Motivation
Refresh + Recharge

PRIMARY

ACTION TRIGGER

Segmentation Tonal Differentiators 6.4

Easy Life Integration + Convenient

Flexible + Germane

Motivational + Energizing

Exuberant + Excitable

Produces Rapid Results

Conclusive + Urgent

Whole Body Healthy

Philosophical + Empathic

Try Before You Buy

Invitational + Inquisitive

Progress Tracking

Supportive + Objective

Inspires Confidence

Aspirational + Confident

Socially Satisfying

Conversational + Relational

Keeps You Accountable

Precise + Decisive

Challenge That Grows With You

Challenging + Leading

Entertaining + Engaging

Humorous + Witty + Playful

Engineered Four Life/Fit Success

Forward Looking + Technical

Partners Past Purchase

Inclusive + Engaging

Solid Support

Inquisitive + Proactive

SECONDARY
TERTIARY

SUSTAIN TRIGGER

TONAL CHARACTERISTICS

With a focus on opening
up market opportunity in
the “Broke + Starting out,”
“Wanna Do Betters” and
“Overwhelmed + Aspiring”
segments, the Bowflex brand
can utilize the common
vocal characteristics that
reach these audiences
most effectively for general
communications.

SEGMENT

Vocal Characteristics Priority 6.5

Need
State

Outdoor
Social

Burn
Fat

Action
Trigger

Motivational
+ Energizing

Produces
Rapid Results

Progress
Tracking

Inspires
Confidence

Whole Body
Healthy

Exuberant
+ Excitable

Conclusive
+ Urgent

Supportive
+ Objective

Aspirational
+ Confident

Philosophical
+ Empathic

Socially
Satisfying

Provides
Solid Support

Conversational
+ Relational

Inquisitive
+ Proactive

Relating Tonal
Characteristics

Sustain
Trigger
Relating Tonal
Characteristics

Social
Build
Motivation Strength

Balance +
Flexibility

Keeps You Challenge That Engineered For
Accountable Grows With You Life/Fit Success
Precise
+ Decisive

Challenging
+ Leading

Forward Looking
+Technical

KEY

SEGMENT

Overwhelmed + Aspiring
Wanna Do Betters
Broke + Starting Out

Primary
Secondary
Tertiary

PRIORITY

Additional Language Directives 6.6

Be objective. Focus on the positive rather than fixating on the negative. As such, rather than
point out a competitor short coming talk to the Bowflex solution that fills the competitor gap.
Prefer the use of action verbs over other tenses. Subsequently, one should, whenever
possible, use present active tense.
Be empathic. Always speak from a customer centric need perspective, placing yourself in
a third person perspective.
Speak to benefits first. Then support your idea with relating features or services.
Keep the tone conversational. Be friendly and relational, using the words “we” and “you.”
As a general rule, if you wouldn’t say it, don’t write it.
Less is more — you don’t need to include every detail. Simply always incorporate a means
for interaction or response.
Keeps flow simple and informative, avoiding hyperbole and rambling or long winded delivery.
Avoid using buzzwords at all costs. They make people feel as though they are being sold,
rather than informed.
Leverage key messaging statements as applicable and appropriate.
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BRAND STRATEGY

Digital Product / Program Manifestation 7.0

Product / Program Overview 7.1

GIVING THE BRAND SOME LEGS

If you liken a brand’s philosophy and
voice to software, its products are then
its hardware. Apply to that the human
directive and the programs the brand
establishes and contributes to then define
the path by which it negotiates to its
ultimate goal.
In the following section we will aim to
define, by example, the attributes of
the vehicle that will house the Bowflex
identity, personality and position, further
articulating the paths by which it can arrive
as a home fitness, category defining brand.

AND PAVING A PATH FORWARD

These examples or “manifestations” are not
intended to be concrete—but rather, are
designed to inform the organization’s own
creative effort to develop future products
and programs that are congruent with the
brand’s philosophical position, character and
that ultimately deliver on the brand vision.

Product / Program Overview 7.1
Gathering the momentum required to drive a brand toward
the ultimate destination of category leadership, demands it
possess more inertia than it could realistically generate on
its own steam. To achieve this, a brand must fold a number
of other streams of influence underneath itself to harness a
cumulative force powerful enough to deliver it to its ultimate
goal. It must command this power as a sailing ship would
employ the wind and the current to its advantage. It is the
ship (brand), in turn, that receives the glory of the passage
rather than the elements that, in truth, made it all possible.
In the following section we will demonstrate the types of
supplemental streams and relative hypothetical products
and programs that could enable the Bowflex goal of
becoming a category defining brand.

AFFILIATE PHILANTHROPIC

PARALLEL VERTICAL ALIGNMENT
SYNDICATION

CONTENT

SPONSORSHIP CO-MARKETING
PROGRAMMING

ENDORSEMENT

USER GENERATED
GRASS ROOTS
CROWD SOURCED

PEER SOURCED

SOCIAL EXPERIMENT

Affiliate 7.2

Building out a robust Bowflex
affiliate program is fully
congruent with the new
brand vision. It is an enabling
solution set for many if not all
the Brand’s central themes,
covered in section 5.4. We
have modeled here, three
hypothetical components that
could contribute to a larger
affiliate program in a way that
faithfully honors the brand.

*Workgroup Study: Affiliate — ref. appendices 14.7

becoming
a Bowflex
Black Belt
earning
Referral
Rewards
Placing
a Bowflex
site Bug

Becoming a Bowflex Black Belt is an accreditation and
certification program to build a robust Bowflex trainer
network. By establishing sets of criteria to become
Bowflex endorsed at a variety of tiers, trainers can garner
reimbursements at a variety of rates by means of completing
Bowflex achievements (courses / equipment competence tests
/ product demos / endorsed work out proficiency and even by
completing team trials). Higher level ranked Bowflex affiliates
gain reputation and credibility they can tout as well as earn
discounts on equipment, free workouts and access to premium
content they can pass on to their clients.

The higher level the affiliate, the greater the referral rewards
on all recommended apps, freemium and premium content,
work outs, equipment and merchandise. This provides the
motivation necessary to move affiliates up in rank to become
Bowflex experts and therefore more powerful Bowflex
advocates. Top level affiliates “Bowflex Black Belts” can even
create and market their own workouts through Bowflex
Workout Storefronts.
Additionally, trainers and gyms can both incorporate a
Bowflex Storefront bug on their sites to earn PPC income.
Again, the higher the level of the affiliate and the more
volume they produce the higher the reimbursement tier
they bump to. These progressional incentives help to
establish affiliate partnerships and endorsement with the
least barrier to entry and promote ongoing growth and
incentive to deepen the relationship. Lastly the third party
brand advocacy the program drives is a primary factor in
promoting user contribution positive brand impression,
and since trainers are vested in listening and assisting their
clients achieve their personal goals the program becomes a
means by which the Bowflex brand can drive the impression
of being focussed on Life Fit Success.

Philanthropic 7.3
A brand’s philanthropic efforts are often
viewed as a civic duty. Something the brand
is looked dimly on for not doing more than
esteemed for committing too, or worse, as
merely a means to a tax write off more than an
outpouring of conviction from the heart. Yet,
this is the bridge a brand must cross to possess
their humanitarian activities in power and
authority. For a brand committed to moving as
weighty a socially driven goal as fostering life
fit success, philanthropic investment should
be much more than simply a function of PR or
throwing money at a worthy cause. It rather
represents an opportunity for the brand to
come to life in a very vibrant, personal and
tangible way that stems from the individual
employee as much as from determined acts of
the greater organization.
Bowflex philanthropic alignments can and
should include long term support of select
interests but should equally incorporate a
ready awareness and receptivity to mobilize
around immediate needs demonstrated
by action and participation ahead of direct
financial support. These initiatives should
additionally include affiliates as well as create
opportunities for audience involvement. The
starting place for such a philanthropic program
is to build a humanitarian platform that ties
back to the master brand. In many cases this is
a branded statement with its own charter. This
could take shape in the following examples:
*Workgroup Study: Affiliate — ref. appendices 14.7

STRENGTH
IN NUMBERS

FIT4
THE FUTURE
OFFICIAL
SPONSOR

Strength in Numbers — is a Bowflex initiative mobilizing
disaster and needs based relief around the world in partnership
with select like minded organizations. At Bowflex we believe
its only when we pull together and combine our strengths
to lift others up in a moment of need that demonstrates the
truth that compassion is an action not a feeling. As such, our
employees and affiliates take great pride in continually pouring
out their hearts and their sweat in hurting communities all over
the world. Follow their stories by tuning into our channel at
youtube.com/user/strengthinnumbers or find out how you can
help at bowflex.com/strengthinnumbers

The NFL network owns the campaign to keep gym in schools through grants, donated
equipment and pro player volunteers. Keep Gym in Schools is a program of the NFL Play 60
initiative, a movement for an active generation, which shares in many of the same values
and motivations as Bowflex. This movement already includes cobranded partnerships with
Xbox 360 and represents a vibrant opportunity for Bowflex, its affiliates and employees
to donate time, workouts, equipment, participate in sponsorship of school programs,
provide grants, create an endowment, and even collaborate with Xbox and the NFL on the
development of new NFL or Xbox 360 endorsed workouts and product lines, both digital
and physical. Perhaps the richest opportunity however exists in the cultivation of a fit
cultural revolution and future Bowflex advocates and customers.

Parallel Vertical Alignment 7.4

Parallel vertical alignments
produce the momentum necessary
for an individual brand to drive
initiatives much bigger than
they could alone.

BOWFLEX

As the Bowflex brand seeks to drive
an initiative of this scope, “instigating
a home fitness cultural revolution,” we
have identified, through our work group
studies, a number of aligning verticals,
representative of the rich partnerships
that could provide the catalyst necessary
to drive this goal. We’ve modeled them
within this section for institutional
knowledge and have and further

demonstrated, at a conceptual level, how
they could play out in the context of a
sponsorship, a co-marketing initiative and
an endorsement scenario. It is additionally
important to identify, leveraging parallel
alignments does not include the brand’s
independent expansion of products or
services into these verticals but is rather
indicative of products and/or programs
that are joint in nature.

Parallel Vertical Alignment 7.4

Web MD
Prevention
clinicalkey.com
American Journal Of Medicine

Benefits to Bowflex
Drive new definition of the accepted fitness disciplines
Medical Use Endorsement to offer Pretax Purchases
Product / Program Development Collaboration
Product / Program Endorsements
Cross Marketing Opportunity
Joint Program Support
Syndicated Content
Joint Event Support
Credibility
Write Ups
Articles

Benefits to Partner
Revenue Sharing / Referral Rewards
Cross Marketing Opportunity
Content and Solution Sets
Pro Forma Purchases
Paid Media Revenue
Syndicated Content
Research Funding
Endowments

PUBLISHERS

HEALTHCARE

ASSOCIATIONS
/ FOUNDATIONS

Orthopedic / Sports Med Specialists
Nutritionists
Dr Oz
PT / OT

PHYSICIANS /
PRACTITIONERS

American Heart Association
World Health Organization
International Council on Active Aging
Orthopedic Society for Sports Medicine

PARALLEL ALIGNMENTS

CHRONIC
CARE /
TEACHING
HOSPITALS

Shriners
Cardiology
Orthopedics
Sports Medicine

Weight Watchers Health Solutions
Web MD Health Services
Wellness Proposals
Optum Health

WELLNESS
PROGRAMS

Insurers /
Health
Systems

HCA Healthcare
Kaiser Permanente
Life Insurance Providers
Regence Blue Cross / Blue Shield

Parallel Vertical Alignment 7.4

Bowflex Endorsed Products
Bowflex Branded Products
Partner Providers
Affiliates / Resellers

Benefits to Bowflex
Drive new definition of the accepted fitness disciplines
Product / Program Development Collaboration
Product / Program Endorsements
Cross Marketing Opportunity
Affiliate Dual Certification
Joint Program Support
Syndicated Content
Joint Event Support
Write Ups
Articles

Benefits to Partner

FOODS /
SUPPLEMENT

WEIGHT LOSS

WRITERS /
BLOG / VLOG
EVANGELISTS

Bowflex Customers
Bowflex Affiliates
Independent/Syndicated Writers
Youtube Personalities

healthybodylife.com
everydayhealth.com
Self Magazine
Men’s Health

3RD PARTY
WEB SITES /
PUBLISHERS

PARALLEL ALIGNMENTS

Revenue Sharing / Referral Rewards
Cross Marketing Opportunity
Content and Solution Sets
App Cross-connection
Paid Media Revenue
Syndicated Content
Endorsement
Positive PR
Products

Parallel Vertical Alignment — *Weight Loss Programs / Systems 14.8
**Weight Loss Forums + Social Networks 14.9

PROGRAMS /
SYSTEMS

Weight Watchers
* Volumetrics (JC)
Ornish
Medifast

The Food Network — Weighing In
Discovery Health Channel
Celebrity Fit Club
Dance Your Ass Off

PROGRAMMING

Forums

**Weight Loss Wars
Weight Loss Buddy
Fat Secret
Extra Pounds

Parallel Vertical Alignment 7.4

Grass Roots: Take Wrestling Pro
NBA Get out and Play
Pro Program Pickups
NFL Play60

Benefits to Bowflex
Drive new definition of the accepted fitness disciplines
Product / Program Development Collaboration
Product / Program Endorsements
Facilitate Brand Engagement
Cross Marketing Opportunity
Joint Program Support
Syndicated Content
Joint Event Support
Write Ups
Articles

Benefits to Partner
Revenue Sharing / Referral Rewards
Cross Marketing Opportunity
Content and Solution Sets
Immersive Experiences
App Cross-connection
Paid Media Revenue
Syndicated Content
Endorsement
Positive PR
Products

COMPETITIVE
SPORTS

SPORTS / ET

MEDIA /
AFFILIATES

Game Mechanic / Story Line Integration
Workouts for Wii Fit or Just Dance II
Xbox Kinect Workout Game
Product Placement

G4 - Digital Fitness
Story: Tech of Sports Fitness
ESPN: Toe2Toe Against the Pros

GAMING /
SOFTWARE

PARALLEL ALIGNMENTS

PROGRAMMING

Documentary: The World Fatpandemic
GoPro - What is your fitness story
Make / Share your workout mix

Reality: Follow One Tough Mudder
Going Pro: Athlete Training Camp
Pro Athlete Partner Competition
Viral Video SelectTec Bowling

FILM / MUSIC
INDUSTRY

PUBLISHERS

CBS Sports maxpreps.com
Sports Illustrated: Underdogs
Workout Cards: Collect/Trade/Compete

Parallel Vertical Alignment 7.4

Keep PE
Health / Fitness Curriculum
Collegiate Programs
Life/FIT Assemblies

Benefits to Bowflex
Drive new definition of the accepted fitness disciplines
Product / Program Development Collaboration
Product / Program Endorsements
Cross Marketing Opportunity
Joint Program Support
Joint Event Support
Syndicated Content
R&D Subsidies
Credibility

Benefits to Partner
Program / Special Interest Donations
Free Equipment / Programs
Content and Solution Sets
Syndicated Content
Program Design
Endorsement
Positive PR
Products

EDUCATION

GOVERNMENT

Armed Forces
Coast Guard
National Guard
US Veterans’ Affairs

PUBLIC
HEALTH

National Institutes of Health
Center for Disease Control
Dept of Health + Human Services
Weight-control Information Network

DEFENSE

PARALLEL ALIGNMENTS
PUBLIC
SAFETY /
MUNICIPAL

Fire + Rescue
Police + Sheriff
First Responder
Life Guard

Community Centers / Seniors’ Groups
Public Works
Parks + Recreation
After School / Youth Programs

COMMUNITY

EXECUTIVE

Governors: Jessie Ventura. Arnold
Senators / Representatives
Presidential
Legislation: A Clean “Bill” of Health

Sponsorship 7.4.1

Game theory driving participation
commitment. Immersive environment
creating rewarding and entertaining
experience. Flexible solution set
allows for wide variety of indoor,
outdoor, solo or group achievements.
Socially competitive and cross
accountable solution. Sponsorships
driving enhanced context and
broader participation.

Bowflex Fat 2 Fit
Group Challenge

Simulation - Take pic, simulate body frame, enter desired
end state, project outcome, model aligning program
or product recommendations (up-sell or cross-sell to
existing, fermium to new). Earn currency partnering with
friends through social networks, system tees up aligning
group achievements along goal path as well as compete
achievements where applicable.
Equipment centered achievements can be tied to
MMA or wrestling partnership and applied to combat
duals or apply to other forms of digital challenges.
These stats include stamina (endurance) generated
by the length of a workout or by completing specific
trials (workouts defined in conjunction with your
goals). The inputs generated by your workouts drive
the stats of your character. Diet goals tracked on
official weight watchers scale weigh-ins likewise
unlock apparel options.

FAT

2

FIT
FAT

2

FIT

Co-Marketing 7.4.2

Connecting real world achievements
with immersive, game theory
driven mechanic for recognizing
rewards. Solution set drives partner
engagement and added value. Social
competition and cross accountability
provides incentive for commitment
and follow through. Co-marketing
partnership creates broader
application for points and value.

Pounds 4 Points
A system of monetization for real live success that
could tie in with Weigh Watchers® and/or the Fat 2 Fit
Challenge forms of currency.
Envisage a connection between real pounds lost recorded
on Weigh Watchers scale weigh ins reporting to your
profile to unlock rewards connected either within a social
competition or bankable for use on Bowflex accessories,
affiliate training sessions or other forms of loyalty and
participation reward. Rewards would be shared across
all partners, in this example being Weight Watchers,
therefore redeemable for free food or other Weight
Watcher items. In the case of link back to the Fat 2 Fit
challenge, points could unlock achievements, bonus
challenges, virtual character upgrades like: apparel, minigames or other incentives.
Partners like Weigh Watchers derive great value
from this co-marketing arrangement because it drives
traffic to their locations, creates increased value to
their members and a fun and engaging way to lock in
members in a long range commitment.

Co-Marketing 7.4.2

Weight Watchers
currently employs
a disconnected,
manual system for
assessing a point
based exchange
for exercise.

As a further example of the readiness
within parallel verticals for co-marketing
support, Weigh Watchers already employs
a system for attributing points as a system
for ascribing point value to exercise effort.
However, this system is entirely manual
and largely disconnected from other forms
of monetization of points attributed.
Additionally, the system is limited to the scope
Co-Marketing — *Endgadget.com: Fitocracy Article 14.10

of the Weigh Watchers program, when it could
benefit from the breadth of other automated
input mechanisms, including partner apps
that track caloric burn and exercise routines.
This could in fact become even more effective
when coupled with syndicated workout
content and the added accountability and
motivational influence of *socially driven,
game theory based frameworks.

Endorsement 7.4.3

Establish a
powerful
endorsement
strategy that
additionally lays
the foundation
for expansion
programs like a
strong co-op
marketing
initiative.

Bowflex Endorsed Workout
Cards Collect / Share / Compete
When affiliate trainers submit premium
workouts to the Select Tech App they can
commission off direct downloads of their
workouts while adding content value to the
app itself. The app then becomes a virtual
store front for the affiliates to gain clients and
perhaps even design virtual training programs
of their own that utilize Bowflex equipment.
To drive this program of Bowflex endorsed
workouts, Bowflex creates the trainer
endorsed workout cards. They become, in that
scenario, a channel support tool for the trainer,
creating a localized campaign with shareable
content. It makes the app a hub that can span
the nation across social connections.
The affiliates would order cards with their own
workouts and distribute them (a bit more grass
roots than direct media placement, but far
more effective and WAY cheaper). They could
even collaborate with other trainers to create
interdependent workout routines. In this way

the affiliates could promote drive revenue for
each other by collaborating. Each card would
have a code that unlocked the corresponding
digital content on the App. It would drive
app downloads like mad and instantly drive a
freemium model for marketing workouts.
Consumers have already demonstrated the
profitability of the freemium model across the
mobile space. In short, its success stems from a
fear of commitment. The reality is consumers
will actually pay more in the long run to be free
of commitment. Because they don’t have to lock
in to costly personal trainer sessions one on
one but can rather scale their purchases around
their need it frees the affiliate trainer to make
up the difference in volume by gaining access
to a virtually limitless market universe they
can generate revenue from in a national and
perhaps even international storefront. The app
could then become the platform that could even
ultimately scale into a true mobile fitness portal
with a captive audience for fitness trainers.

Endorsement 7.4.3
G
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Channel Acquisition Marketing
Brand Delivery Endorsement of the trainer and/or affiliate and their content rather than the trainer and/ or
affiliate endorsing Bowflex. This allows the audience to connect first with the trainer, which is the natural audience
behavior, allowing the Bowflex brand provide the organizational backing. This more passive form of endorsement
is a valuable complement to the more common inverse view of endorsement strategy.
Brand Character Passive invitational first person delivery, employing quirky humor, while placing the
emphasis on fostering a relationship with the trainer and/or affiliate. The context additionally tees up the future
opportunity for up-sell or cross-sell at the point of need.
Target Segments Visual and contextual tie to Overwhelmed + Aspiring, Wanna Do Betters, Broke + Starting
Out segments.
Target Need State Burn Fat.
Action Trigger Produces Rapid Results: Action-oriented headline also indicative of acquisition marketing.
Tonal Characteristics Conclusive + Urgent: CTA top and prominent driving conversion.
Sustain Trigger Provides Solid Support: Identify mode for maintaining long term value.
Tonal Characteristics Inquisitive + Proactive: Invitational give before ask.

I

B

Is germane
Invites input
Tells a good story
Avoids intractability
Reasons objectively
Is witty and entertaining
Speaks authoritatively
Is consistently relatable
Is tempered with humility
Demonstrates accountability
Peaks desire not losing sight of the need

THE BOWFLEX VOICE

A

Content 7.5

Contrary to the idiom,
content is not king.
It’s rather, part of an
autonomous collective.

More specifically, content is simply the brand
currency of the digital age. However, like all
monetary systems, it has no value without
the right backing.

connectivity) and credibility (notoriety /
weight of influence). Without the foundation
of this triune set of factors, content
generally returns void.

This is why content, in and of itself, is not
sovereign, it rather derives its authority
by means of three indispensable and
inseparable contributing factors, summed up
in the following alliteration: context (topical
value / relevance), cadence (vocal / cultural

In this section we aim to demonstrate how
the Bowflex brand can drive an effective and
rich content strategy through these very
factors. We will manifest these examples over
the three core content forms: self generated /
programming, syndicated and user generated.

Self Generated / Programming 7.5.1

Going Pro: American Athlete
Compress the gap between aspiration and
attainability. Make the American dream of rising
to the top a believable goal and build a model
for generating revenue through content.
A case models for this strategy exists in
programming like American Idol where a brand
like AT&T® Wireless used content as a construct
for driving brand engagement, royalty and
advertising revenue. AT&T Wireless, in this
model became not merely an equipment seller,
but a content engine delivering on all three of
the requirements for success: context, cadence
& credibility. Context by tying their products
to the program, cadence by leveraging cultural
drivers as a means to invoke participation and
credibility by employing the record industry to
reel in the eyeballs.

Use content as a vehicle to cut to the positive
motive behind the negative stigmas of the
home fitness industry. Ref Sec 4.5.

Extending this model to Bowflex in a
program that calls aspirational high school
athletes to try out in front of a panel of
real pro football athlete heros, scouts and
network affiliates. The athletes will then be
put through a number of team and individual
challenges to, through a process of voter
elimination, become America’s #1 Draft
Pick. By focusing on Football as the central
sports vehicle for this initiative, Bowflex
could leverage potential synergies with the
NFL through an involvement in NFL Play

60, the NFL initiative to keep PE in school.
This programming additionally creates a
new audience construct to give further
momentum to the NFL’s Play 60 platform in a
joint collaborative win / win solution.
Bowflex can collaborate on the training
programs / challenges and content that
takes the competing athletes through
each tier of the competition. Behind
the scenes training as well as regularly
broadcast events create a context for
spotlight Bowflex products, training,
dietary programs and give exposure to
other potential joint partners, such as
Weight Watchers as well as endorsees
and advertisers.
The program also creates a means for Bowflex
to originate content worthy of syndication
and a construct for leveraging user generated
content to drive organic growth and viral
impact. In doing so this delivers on numerous
Bowflex brand themes and the central brand
goal. This is accomplished buy establishing a
unique channel of interaction with audiences
that promotes engagement, dialogue
and brand participation in a context that
oversteps competitive conventions in social
brand strategy. This in turn reinforces a
position as a category defining brand.

Since content is brand
currency, syndication opens
the brand dialogue to a
broader market universe,
richer value return and leaps
over many of the limitations
of self-generated content.
The most fruitful syndication
solutions are actually content
“currency” exchanges.
The most natural syndication source for Bowflex begins with its partners and
affiliates, giving credence to the importance of the brand’s parallel vertical
alignments. The means for qualifying equitable syndication opportunities for the
brand as it matures and establishes a greater pool of content streams relies on
parsing each opportunity through the three key factors that drive content strategy
ROI (context, cadence and credibility). Every syndication opportunity should equally
deliver on one or more of the themes driving toward the central brand goal.

Syndicated 7.5.2

Calories in Calories out
Returning to our hypothetical partnership
with Weigh Watchers, an effective content
syndication synthesis could be leveraged
in the relationship between calories in
(dietary design and support) and calories out
(exercise and physical activity). Consider how
Weight Watchers and Bowflex could employ
a mutually beneficial content syndication
solution as we point out a few of the potential
value exchanges.

exercise foster a richer content return for
direct audiences of both brands.

Weight watchers content contributions:
1. Dietary programs.
2. Group challenges.
3. Motivational techniques.

Credibility: The syndication solution as defined
creates a construct for leveraging the credibility
of each organization’s strengths forward to the
respective partner with neither robbing the
other of eyeballs or revenue potential. Rather
each brand naturally cross markets the other.

Bowflex content contributions:
1. Training and exercise routines.
2. Points earned through dietary achievements
are transferable to download premium
workouts or receive equipment discounts.
3. Physician backed reviews and write ups.
4. User generated content.
Shared Benefits:
1. Point system exchange.
2. Social platform cross pollination.
Context: Passing this relationship through
the lens of mutual context we can see how
the natural relationship between diet and

Cadence: Considering cadence, we observe
brand continuities that parallel both
organization in the areas of conviction, life
achievement, teamwork and self respect
but most importantly a desire to master
the delicate art of marketing the right mix
of aspiration and obtainability.

Brand Themes Compliance:
1. Includes a means for marketing both
products and programs.
2. Facilitates a redefinition of accepted fitness
disciplines.
3. Is a driving platform for life fit success.
4. Is capable of supporting a form of brand
interaction that rewards engagement and
participation.
5. Definitively reaches audience segments
representative of long range, developing
customer value.

Content Contribution fosters community
and creates a cultive following. Bowflex can
achieve this through a parallel alignment with
a vehicle to enable audiences and especially
future audiences to participate in the brand
experience and contribute to its meaning by
telling their own fitness story. This in turn gives
the brand reach and credibility it could not
achieve with paid media alone.

User Generated 7.5.3

FIT TO BE A HERO
The logic behind this alignment is rooted in the uniting brand concept of obtaining and solidifying
a positive state of being: Be a HERO / Be fit for life. Through this unity we can empower
audiences with an outlet TO EXPRESS HOW THEY ACHIEVE THIS JOINT STATE OF BEING,
in a context that delivers on how both brands empower them to do so, perfectly framed in an
aspirational, yet realistically, achievable wrapper.
LIKE/RATE

ARE YOU FIT TO BE A HERO?

BFX &
PARTNER
OFFERS

SHARE

COMMENT

OPT IN

SUBMIT

WATCH

ENTER

REGISTER

WIN

USER
CONTENT
CREATE

PREMIUM
CONTENT

BOWFLEX/PARTNER
EQUIPMENT

BE THE NEXT
BOWFLEX SPOT

Grass Roots 7.6

Ride An
800 lb.
Grass
Roots
Guerilla

Grass roots efforts are a powerful medium for influencing an entire category by
affecting the culture behind it. For Bowflex, this takes place by seeding a bigger
idea of what fitness is. Then turning that concept over to the public to cultivate
and develop. By remaining at the center of this process as a facilitator of this
dialogue, Bowflex establishes for itself a position at the head of the ensuing
category-wide revolution.
This seeding process is achieved by disrupting the socially accepted
behaviors and tasks audiences engage in throughout their natural daily
routines as it relates to fitness, or in many cases in the moments where
fitness could be occurring but is not. We have coined the phrase to describe
this initiative, “ALWAYS ACTIVE,” the natural output of which leads to
guerilla style tactics engineered to influence both individuals and groups to
be active in unique and entertaining ways around the Bowflex brand in turn
partaking in the redefinition of accepted fitness definitions.

Crowd Sourced 7.6.1

Crowd sourcing
is far more than a
flash mob in a mall.
It is a powerful way
in which brands can
garner interaction
and develop lasting
cultural appeal.
In the purest sense of the concept, a true crowd
sourced interaction invites the audience to
participate with the brand in a personal and
individual way that, when assembled with other’s
individual contributions, allowing the collective
audience to pan back on the brand and share in
a much bigger, moving and intimate engagement
with the brand and to be left with a sense of
collective contribution and ownership.

MASS FIT: CHOREOGRAPHED FIT-CAST
Individuals select a workout with
accompanying rhythm set. They perform
the workout in synch with the pace and or
frequency prescribed for the exercise they
chose on camera via their desktop, laptop,
smart phone or tablet device.
The participant follows the example of the
lead of the trainer demo for their routine
making not of the orientation they are to
maintain to the camera. Participants then
submit their routine which is assembled
into a mass choreographed, multi frame,
group event that when complete, is

broadcast as a mass fit-cast now paired
to a musical compilation. Participants can
tune in to watch the final performance
on line as well as share with friends and
promote their up coming role in the crowd
sourced event to solicit ranking of their
performance by peers.
Additionally, by employing a digital crowd
sourcing medium, audience interaction and
participation is not confined to the limitations
of a physical event, but becomes a vehicle for
cross pollination to other branded programs,
content streams and product offerings.

Peer Sourced 7.6.2

Peer sourcing, as with
crowd sourcing, honors the
Bowflex brand by generating
dialogue, participation and
joint ownership and, organic
lead generation.
In the example to the right a peer sourced strategy across Bowflex digital
ads leverages social media channels to drive organic response growth
through peer-based influence.

Banners support Google+
peer-based ranking in banner,
drawing peer driven social
motivation for click through
and interaction as well as
influence eventual conversion
at social destinations.

FITNESS IS

POST

WHAT YOU MAKE OF IT.

Digital ads can additionally support Pintrest pins or Facebook Likes, Comments and
Shares so that viewers are also able to perform those functions directly from the
ads. By using this medium to drive to Bowflex owned social channels rather than
to a sterile, transactional e-com or landing page site, conversion can take place in a
peer-influenced framework. In this context viewers are exposed to more immersive,
relationship centered, exchanges. These exchanges are more redily linked to cross
promotions, peer based offers, affiliate and Bowflex content streams that have a
more lasting and positive influence brand impression and conversion behavior.

Social Experiment 7.6.3

Playing with social norms is often one
of the most relatable ways a brand can
cut through the clutter of traditional
channels to give pause and take
advantage of our natural propensity
to curiosity, if not to take note when
the things that we most often take for
granted are shaken up a bit. At its heart,
social experimentation is about affecting
human behavior in a positive way.
Relative to Bowflex, we recognize this opportunity to affect human behavior
relates to the greater agenda to propel the “ALWAYS ACTIVE” initiative, as well as
the idea that, “FITNESS IS FUN.” This is accomplished by compelling individuals and
groups to be active in fun and engaging ways at times when they might otherwise
be sedentary or complacent. This takes shape in concepts like, laying out dance
steps on the ground, creating Bowflex branded dance moves, in turn leading to
Bowflex workout mix downloads, “BOWFLEX BEATS.” Other manifestations of this
strategy could take shape in the form of product metaphors like:

GOING up the down escalator

Operational Implications 8.0

THE BRAND’S
INFLUENCE
ON INTERNAL
PROCEDURES
& PROCESSES

Operational Implications Overview 8.1

INNOVATING
OPERATIONS

In the following section we will address the brand’s influence over the operational
functions of the organization, its processes, procedures and how the brand
impacts organizational decisions around product innovation, customer service,
and sales. In general, there are two modes of looking at how the brand influences
operations. First, the brand qualifies whether or not a process, behavior or
direction is congruent with the brand objectives and philosophical framework.
Secondly, the brand establishes a road map for departmental focus, identifies
potential future resource, infrastructure and program demands as well as helps
to inform and shape product and service innovation protocols.

The brand’s internal processes
and protocols, like its outward
expressions, are judged to be
in harmony or conflict with the
philosophical platform, central goal
and driving themes of the brand.
This is the link between what the
brand believes and how it behaves
inter-organizationally in response
to those beliefs and makes up a key
component of the “reflected” brand.

PROOF

Processes 8.2

Entreats participation rather than
mandates compliance.
Unites individuals rather than divides
up into groups.
Adds value to the consumer, not just
the organization.
Sets employees, partners and consumers
up for success — not for failure.
Innovates solutions ahead of
optimizing efficiencies.
Solves problems at their source in lieu
of bandaging a litany of symptoms
spawning from a systemic issue.

Sales is in the unique position to often be
the first human interaction between the
brand and the consumer. Therefore, they
are the first to either confirm the brand’s
projected value propositions or expose
them as a facade.

Lastly, when sales can leverage their
position and experience to facilitate
integrated efforts with product innovation
and customer service, they become a
catalyst for increased brand momentum.
This could take shape in two new programs:

Opportunities for sales to deliver on the
brand exist where it can increase long range
value to prospects even when an immediate
or imminent sale appears improbable.

1. A customer service cross-training
program to support “Customer Service
Representative (CSR)” functions in crosssell and up-sell. Through this effort, sales
can help to ensure revenue is not being
left on the table, create an internal sales
overflow solution to reduce outsourcing
costs, increase employee productivity,
increase the value of CSR employees and
retain them longer.

Sales also plays a critical role in seeding a
relationship between the brand and the
consumer. To do so they depend on making
quick and accurate identification of an
individual’s need states and relating value
triggers. As such, development of quick
reference, segment guides, arms them
with the tools they need to market to each
prospect in the most personal and empathic
way. This accomplishes far more than
improved conversion, it also creates a context
to deliver on the brand’s human attributes.

2. Sales is also uniquely positioned with
prospects to architect and seed a consumer
driven, product innovation, incubation
program, enabling consumer brand
participation and emboldening product
design “Blue Skies” research efforts.

PROOF

Sales Channel 8.3

Transmit Life/Fit Success: Reinforce the central defining brand
differentiator — The brand focus on Life/Fit Success, on supporting long
range interest in their success and not a “One and Done model, designed
to capitalize on their failure as other fitness brands and products do.
Identify segments: Detect the segment, what is important to them
and if they lack means or motivation to convert. Use quick reference
guides to identify need states driving triggers to guide conversation,
solution recommendations and ensure an empathic interaction.
EVERY PROSPECT IS A HIGH-VALUE TARGET: Low price-point
buyers are just as valuable as high price-point buyers or even as those
that do not convert at all on first contact. This is especially true of
developing audiences like the “broke and starting out” target segment.
Collect data: Every prospect represents an opportunity to have
further positive interaction and learn about what they would buy
or what interests them. This in turn informs marketing and product
innovation with rich audience input.
Solicit contribution: Invite every prospect to participate in a
product innovation incubation program where they can share their
own fitness ideas and interests and win prizes and even enter or
participate in a fitness innovation summit.
Drive soft ROI and long TERM value: Direct all prospects to
Bowflex social streams for an instant value exchange, even when they don’t
convert on the phone to receive a free download or discount offer. This
captures developing audiences builds advocacy and drives organic sales.

As a brand that has innovation
in its bones, Bowflex product
and program design is as central
as peanut butter is to jelly.
Perpetuating this innovation is the
most vital, yet most challenging
activity the brand undertakes.
To assist in this ongoing process
we’ve outlined six proof points
to super charge the innovation
engine under the Bowflex hood.

PROOF

Product + Program Design 8.4

TARGET SEGMENTS: Brand themes, need states and triggers help
direct the field of focus for new product and program design as well as
qualify ideas. An innovation matrix housing these variables organizes
and streamlines thought around “Blue Skies” ideation.
INTEGRATE & SOCIALIZE: Key growth areas in health and fitness
have been identified to include integrated digital, physical and
program based solutions and those that drive peer influenced and/
or group activity.
INVITE THE CONSUMER: The consumer is a powerful force for
innovation. Initiate a user innovation, incubation program, seeded by
sales leads. Fuel submission through interest in an annual consumer
product innovation summit.
UNITE INTERDISCIPLINARY EXPERTISE: Driving category leading
innovation is only possible by leveraging the sum of disciplinary experts.
Create X Pollinate, a think tank pulling from leading minds in each the
fields of technology, gaming, physiology, engineering. The TED of fitness.
LEVERAGE ACADEMIA: Crowd sourcing innovation may also be
driven through academia. Hold a fit innovate competition challenging
teams of university students collaborating across a variety of fields of
study. Drive participation through scholarships and premiums.
FOCUS ON INNOVATION PARTNERSHIPS: Parallel partner alignments
ignite the spark of innovation leading to deeply nested integrated
solutions. They could include organizations like Under Amour; advancing
bio-fit apparel to track and sense a wearer’s movements and biometrics.

Customer service plays a major
role in delivering on and defining
the value concept of Life/Fit
Success with the Bowflex buyer
in a very personal way. This is in
part because customer service is
uniquely positioned to ensure every
communication with the brand is
a positive one, even converting
potentially volatile crises into
productive outcomes.

PROOF

Customer Service + Support 8.5

PROACTIVE COMMUNICATION: Customer and equipment
health checks are a master-link in the chain of customer life-cycle
communications. Every positive customer interaction increases
positive brand impression and extends customer lifetime value.
Collect data: Every prospect represents an opportunity to have
further positive interaction and learn about what they would buy
or what interests them. This in turn informs marketing and product
innovation with rich audience input.
PARTS AND SERVICE NOTIFICATION: Push notification, post sale,
of key wear points and general maintenance tasks on their equipment
is an opportunity for preemptive interception of a potential negative
crisis resolution relating to part or equipment failure, instead creating
a driver for parts and service direct sales, up-sell or cross-sell.
Convert negative energy into positive engagement:
Disenfranchised customers want to help and to be heard! The brand
need only give them the opportunity. Invite customers to participate in
HOW I’D DO IT, a program designed to give frustrated customers an
outlet to develop and submit service solutions and product ideas.
no money left on the table: Pick the low hanging fruit. Participate
in sales cross-training to back sales team as over flow and to hone sales
skills. This provides monetary incentive to customer service staff by raising
the glass ceiling while recapitalizing up-sell and cross-sell opportunities.
GROW long-TERM value: Incent cross-sell and up-sell based on tenure
and lifetime value. The longer the contact has been a customer the richer
the offer. Also drive contacts to Bowflex social streams and opted in contact
for further incentives based on purchases, engagement and referral history.

Intellectual Property 9.0

Protecting
your brand
discoveries

Intellectual Property Overview 9.1

Intellectual assets are a natural and
anticipated outcome of the rebranding
process. They are particularly common
outcomes in the development of an
attitudinal and/or emotional band, of which
the revisioned Bowflex brand is both.

The following section consolidates and records
the intellectual discoveries arising from the
Bowflex rebranding process, classifying them
into three categories: branded terminology,
naming and program identities. Documenting
these outcomes is designed to provide a
centralized point of reference to identify
and articulate prospect points of brand
enhancement and project their potential
cumulative impact on the collective brand value.

Branded Terminology 9.2

Branded terminology is simply any protected brand identifying statement.
Examples of branded terminology include: prominent brand terms like the
tagline, ownable concepts positions or may even include conventions like
verbing a product or master brand name, i.e, “Netflix it.” The brand should also
be quick to take note when consumers or audience segments originate brand
statements that take root and move to protect them as well.
For the time being, we have consolidated here a list of brandable terminology
originating from the rebranding process. This list will grow over time, in part
organically. However, it’s also noteworthy, that a purposed effort to build
out branded terminology will increase total brand value.

{

}

Be fit for life
Life/Fit Success
Engineered for Life/Fit Success
Bowflex Black Belt
Ninja Fit
Backed by Bowflex

Naming 9.3

Program names, unique campaign elements, labels, new products and processes can
and should be protected. Many of these assets became manifest as a natural product
of the Bowflex brand visioning and expression process.
The naming convensions developed as a result of the branding process have been
consolidated here as a central point of reference. This list, as is the case with branded
terminology, will grow over time as the brand continues to grow, mature and innovate.

{

Strength in Numbers
Good Medicine Ball
Fit 4 The Future
American Athlete
Calories in Calories out

Fit Box
Fit Booth
Lbs. 4 Pts.
Mass Fit
Fat 2 Fit

}

Program Identities 9.4

A host of new visual conventions for
program and product innovations, concepts
and processes were also outcomes of the
branding process. They, as well, have been
catalogued here as a central reference point.
These visual constructs, unlike the Bowflex
logo and its graphic conventions, are
hypothetical executions. Some may deserve
further refinement should the connecting
program or product be executed upon.
Others remain yet to be developed.

Identity / Graphic Standards 10.0

HOW

TO

Visual Assets Overview 10.1

The primary objective in
reimagining the Bowflex visual
asset pool was to identify its
existing visual heritage, working
to modernize and build upon those
queues to augment the brand’s
visual and stylistic appeal in a
way that could more powerfully
resonate with its present audiences.

The challenges that beset this endeavor
include: creating an identity that is bold,
yet not bravado. Cool (in the context
of being perceived to be conceptually
contemporary), but not cold or cavalier.
Modern, but not abstract or obtuse. Rich,
and yet not overcomplicated. Direct, but
also friendly and inviting.
Within this section we will lay forth a
framework for a re-imagined Bowflex
visual asset pool, establishing the
motivators driving logo presentation, its
physical geometry and ligatures, present
color theory and an updated brand palette.
In addition, we will frame the visual
inspiration governing photographic usage,
style, application and context as well as
those governing the content, context and
cultural relevance of motion design and
video story telling. Lastly, we will lay out
the brand’s supporting graphic elements

and constructs, along with their respective
use applications and interpretive liberties.
This section is not intended to provide
an exhaustive set of scenarios and use
cases, but rather, express the stylistic
objectives and guiding principals, that
when applied to individual scenarios, will
result in the most fruitful and accurate
visual portrayal of the brand.
It is our further aim to emulate the updated
Bowflex visual standards in a manner
that leads to natural and intuitive self
governance, laying forth a harmonious
balance between what is concrete and what
is fluid and open to a prescribed margin
of interpretive freedom. The net result is
branded communications that are always
distinctly Bowflex, yet also reflect personal
creativity and genius as well as the defining
Bowflex brand characteristic of innovation.

Color Theory + Palette 10.2

The over arching tonal
characteristics of the Bowflex
brand palette have not been
abandoned, but have rather
been enhanced, maintaining
their heritage while conforming
to the new brand character.

1 Bowflex Black has been updated
with a deepened, cooler hued, BFX
Rich Black (PMS Black 6). 2 Bowflex
Red has been updated with a
deepened, cooler hued,BFX Scarlet
(PMS 186). 3 Added supporting
analogous secondary hues to BFX
Scarlet: BFX Crimson, BFX Vermillion,
and BFX Thistle. 4 Complimentary
cool hue, BFX Indigo (PMS 2627)
has been introduced to the primary
palette. 5 Added supporting analogous
secondary hues to BFX Indigo: BFX
Violet, BFX Lavender, and BFX Lilac.
6 Replaced aggressive “Fast Food
Bowflex Yellow” accent tone with new
dual purpose cool and warm accent
palettes. 7 BFX Blue Dunn and Blue
Ice cool tone accents introduced along
with BFX Sand and Cream warm tone
accents. 8 BFX Cream doubles as an
addition to the primary palette as an
adaptation to the use of white when
applicable to design.

The key to color
compliance is
consistency.
PRIMARIES
BFX Rich Black
PMS BLK 6
70/80/30/90
0C0015
BFX Indigo
PMS 2627
90/100/10/50
270950

BFX Scarlet
PMS 186
0/100/81/4
E31837
BFX Cream
CUSTOM PMS
0/3/7/0
FFF5EA

Managing a broader color
palette might, at first
appearance, be a far more
challenging endeavor. Ironically,
this is however, actually less
often the case. Brands with a
healthy secondary and accent
palettes, in many ways, eliminate
the propensity toward need
based variant introduction by

designers or vendors creating
materials for a wide range
of use cases and mediums.
Secondarily, the engineering
of spectrum balance from
process colors out to PMS and
RGB based HEX values ensures
the truest reproduction of the
entire brand palette across
digital and print mediums.

COOL SECONDARIES
BFX Violet
80/90/0/30
BFX Lavender 60/75/0/10
BFX Lilac
40/60/0/0

422A74
705098
9E76B4

WARM SECONDARIES
BFX Crimson 0/100/79/20
BFX Vermillion 0/80/70/0
BFX Thistle
0/60/50/0

C41230
F15B4E
F48473

COOL ACCENTS
BFX Blue Dunn 60/40/0/0
BFX Ice		
35/5/0/0
WARM ACCENTS
BFX Sand
5/10/25/0
BFX Cream

Values

Color Theory + Palette 10.2

6C8CC7
9ED2F1

F0E0C1

BFX Cream
BFX Sand

White
BFX Cream

BFX Ice
BFX Blue Dunn

BFX Indigo
BFX Rich Black

BFX Vermilion
BFX Scarlet

BFX Sand
BFX Thistle

85% BFX Rich Black
BFX Rich Black

BFX Lavender
BFX Violet
BFX Indigo

BFX Violet
BFX Indigo
BFX Rich Black

BLEND HARMONIES

BFX Scarlet
BFX Crimson

BFX Vermilion
BFX Scarlet
BFX Crimson

identified as light auras. These blend
types are used in varying levels to
emulate the mood and warmth of
modern digital toy camera effects used
in such apps as Pixlromatic, KitCam,
Instagram and Hipstamatic. Use of light
aura blends will be detailed in sections
10.5 Visual Inspiration. Identified below
is are sets of common duotone, tritone
and quadtone blend harmonies.

QUADTONE

BFX Lilac
BFX Violet

BLEND HARMONIES

BFX Blue Dunn
BFX Violet

BFX Thistle
BFX Vermilion
BFX Scarlet

TRITONE

DUOTONE

BLEND HARMONIES

The Bowflex brand
employs hue blends
in two unique ways.

The common and direct application
for making use of blends, with the
Bowflex brand, is to deepen and enrich
background fields behind text objects
and vector based illustrations. However,
Bowflex also uses blends in a unique
way employed as a lens pass through
in treating illustrations, photography,
motion design elements and video. In
this application the blends are better

Blends

Color Theory + Palette 10.2

BFX Sand
BFX Thistle
BFX Vermilion
BFX Scarlet

BFX Thistle
BFX Vermilion
BFX Scarlet
BFX Crimson

BFX Lilac
BFX Lavender
BFX Violet
BFX Indigo

BFX Lavender
BFX Violet
BFX Indigo
BFX Rich Black

BFX Rich Black and white
are the only colors in the
Bowflex spectrum that
support tint applications.

A 15% transparency use of BFX Rich Black with
normal transmission may be employed with the
shadowbox treatment of the color Bowflex logo.
Other approved transparency or transmission
effects approved for other Bowflex colors with

35% Transparency
White
15% Transparency
BFX Rich Black
85% opaque Tint
BFX RICH Black

text or graphic objects include a stand alone use
of 15% transparency or tint of BFX Rich Black
against white or a 35% transparency of white
as a shadow box option for the all white or BFX
Cream use of the Bowflex logo on dark images.

B

Tints

Color Theory + Palette 10.2

The use of tints and derivatives of Bowflex
colors is disallowed in most cases, as secondary
and accent colors are employed to provide
richer, analogous spectrum ranges. However,
there are a few special situations in which tints,
as well levels of transparency, are applicable.
They have been outlined below, including some
basic do’s and don’ts.

An 85% tint of BFX Rich Black may be
employed when creating blends between 85%
BFX Rich Black and 100% BFX Rich Black. 85%
tint of BFX Rich Black is never blended with
other BFX colors or non BFX colors.

An 85% tint of BFX Rich Black may also
be utilized when employing solid graphic
design elements when over 100% BFX
Rich Black. 85% BFX Rich Black is never
composited over other BFX colors.

B

B

Logo

Logo Design / Usage Framework 10.3

Introducing the next step
in the evolution of the
Bowflex brand mark.
Enhancements include: a retooled the Bowflex B, slightly softening the harsh angular edges
of the legacy version and rebalancing ligature symmetries with a slightly narrowed the width
of the ellipse, reduced intensity of the forward pitch of the Bowflex B to more closely match
that of the pitch of the Bowflex Logo name, and the added cast a dimensional accent shadow.
These four subtle changes accomplish some very important goals in the visual language of
the brand. Namely they soften the hard, aggressive, angular attributes of the legacy visual
mark without a total abandonment of the equities inherent in the legacy solution’s visual
presence. They also bring a dimensionality to the visual solution that speaks to the forward,
relational interest of the brand.

!

BFX Scarlet
BFX Rich Black
BFX Cream on white background

Interruption free
zones expanded to
the height of the “L.”
The minimum size requirement of the horizontal use of the logo mark has been retained at one
and a half inches, as has the stacked use minimum requirement of one inch. Interruption free safe
zone boxes with none/none fill/stroke attributes are included in all logo use toolkits for ease of use
and to ensure adequate interruption free space is easily and consistently maintained.

Safety

Logo Design / Usage Framework 10.3

Bowflex
logo dos
+ don’ts.
On Photographic images or live action footage, the Bowflex logo can be used in the following forms.
General rule of thumb is to employ an all white or BFX Cream version of the logo on darker fields, while
favoring the primary color use of the logo on lighter fields. Use of the shadow box version of the logo is
generally preferred accept where its use is impractical or causes loss of clarity. Additionally, logo uses on
image based backgrounds should be placed in relatively clear fields, free of visual disruption.

There are virtually limitless
numbers of creative ways in which
an individual can employ the Bowflex
logo mark incorrectly. Seeing as
how exhaustively documenting all
of these potential infractions would
easily fill a volume unto itself, we
have determined instead to distill
them all down to two common
denominators, leaving the rest to
simple common sense.

The Bowflex standard logo
use on white backgrounds
as represented
immediately left: BFX
Scarlet mark, BFX Rich
Black logo text and BFX
Cream shadowbox
when used.

1. Do not alter the symmetry of
the logo nor the spacial balance
between the mark and the logo
text. 2. Do not use any other color
combination, tint, transparency,
filter effect, transmission style, or
gradient treatment other than those
represented below for the logo text,
mark, shadow box or backgrounds
lest fire come down from heaven and
consume your soul.

The Bowflex logo is used on
BFX Rich Black solids and
approved gradient forms as
represented immediately
left: BFX Scarlet mark, BFX
Cream or white logo text
and BFX Indigo shadowbox
when used.

The Bowflex logo is used
on BFX Scarlet solids and
approved gradient forms as
represented immediately
left: BFX Cream or white
logo text and mark with
BFX crimson shadowbox
when used.

Use

Logo Design / Usage Framework 10.3

The Bowflex logo is used
on BFX Cream solids and
approved gradient forms as
represented immediately
left: BFX Scarlet mark,
BFX Rich Black logo text
and BFX Sand shadowbox
when used.

The concept of fitness for life, embodied in the Bowflex
tag line “Be fit for life,” speaks to two unique value
propositions, depending on the center of emphasis.
Be fit for LIFE
The value of being fit
through your lifespan.

Be fit FOR life
The value of possessing
the capacity to enjoy
a rich, active lifestyle.

a lifestyle
not a workout.

Nate

er

Wild

The tagline may appear in a variety of ways.
It functions as a stand alone brand statement,
generally employed in BFX Crimson but may
also appear in BFX Cream or white against
backgrounds where Crimson does not create
enough contrast.
The tagline also appears in tagline/logo lockups
in stacked and horizontal logo setups. In
stacked lockup uses, the tagline color matches
the logo mark. In horizontal lockup uses, the
tagline color matches the logo text with the
non-shadowbox logo treatment employed.
The horizontal tag line lockup is also the one
exception to the normal saftey area guidelines
of the logo in order to maintain balance and
symmetry. When using the tagline in its lockup
form it is recommended to use the preexisting
lockup source files to avoid creating
disproportionate versions.

Tagline

Logo Design / Usage Framework 10.3
The tagline is additionally employed in the triangle
URL/tagline anchor, depicted lower left, in campaign
applications. The anchor triangle is always 50%
white with normal transmission and is always placed
in the bottom left corner of the communication
opposite the horizontal use of the Bowflex logo.
When using the URL tagline anchor it always
appears in such scale as to ensure the tagline is the
same length as the Bowflex logo text.
Lastly the tagline appears in the Bowflex Fit-Crest
Badge variations shown below, in static and
animated forms. The Bowflex Fit-Crest Badge is
most commonly used as a campaign signature in
motion design and video applications, on apparel or
other campaign items. Except in the occasion the
tagline is used in body copy, it should always be used
in one of the forms represented here and should
never be expressed in other fonts, modified formats,
colors or have effects or filters applied to it.

Bowflex endorsed products and
content receive the bowflex
stamp of approval status “Backed by Bowflex”

The “Backed by Bowflex” bug can
appear in the Bowflex wave crest or
stand alone and may be employed in
BFX Crimson, BFX Cream/White or
BFX Rich Black. The Crimson Crest
is the preferred wave crest usage.
Bowflex endorsement bugs are placed
in a passive design location and are
always subordinate to the brand or
concept they are supporting.

Bug

Logo Design / Usage Framework 10.3

The road map for the
Bowflex logo mark is to
achieve full brand impact.
The Solo Gull Wing

The ultimate achievement of any
brand is to develop such an iconic
presence that the mark itself
becomes an effective stand alone
entity — solo status. The initiation
of this process begins with creating
a name identifier for the logo mark.
In the case of Bowflex, it is the Solo
Gull Wing. Creating a name identifier
gives Bowflex employees, partners

and most importantly consumers
a reference context for the solo
mark. Seeding this reference in
communications and with consumer
audiences leads to social adoption
and ultimately the solidification of
the solo identity. In this scenario the
brand effectually achieves its visual
common denominator and a cultive
brand presence.

Solo

Logo Design / Usage Framework 10.3

Compressed

BLACK

LATO
Condensed hairline
Bold

Single font brands allow for a more open form of governance on font usage and actually provide
more design freedom while challenging art directors and designers to take the craft in typographic
design to a farm more sophisticated level. Because, Lato does not formally have a condensed or
compressed version, to create them one simply employs a 75% or 65% width reduction.

Google Font Compliant light

Italics

A fresh voice needs a typographic language that is congruent with its tonal qualities and relational
interest. This is embodied in a modern, friendly, soft lined sans face that has both traditional
recognition as well as a unique flare that can be distinctly attributed to the Bowflex brand. It is
flexible with a broad family of weights and extensibility across varied media, such as the web and
mobile devices. These characteristics and attributes are embodied in the Lato Font Family.

Font

Font Sets / Standards 10.4

Visual Inspiration 10.5

A good
story lives.
A shared
story is
immortal.

Bowflex always tells a good story but more
importantly, Bowflex always enables good
stories to be shared. Today the ability to share
our experiences, our stories, our very lives
is with us everywhere we go. Modern digital
devices allow individuals to create and share
every moment across social circles instantly,
in increasing richness and sophistication.
Form factors once only left to the experts are
now the tools of the laity. Today, anyone can
be, and truly nearly everyone is, an artist, an
author, a publisher, a journalist, a film maker,
a commentator, an entertainer and a critic. As
a brand focused on providing the opportunity

for audiences to engage in and shape the brand
itself, it was a natural outcome to find visual
inspiration in the visual language audiences
are already participating in every day. This
led us to adopt a style of visual expression
designed to emulate the intimacy, the grit,
immediacy, credibility and character of modern
user generated content, blurring the line
between brand and audience. In this way, the
brand relates on a peer level to audiences and
an interchangeable communication stream
is born. User generated content becomes
branded communications and branded
communications become personal exchanges.

Photographic 10.5.1

Dissecting the Bowflex photographic style
The Bowflex photographic style captures
the aspirational moments experienced
living a fit life. Fitness is not moments of
work in exchange for life benefits. Fitness
is benefits at work in every moment of life!
Bowflex tells these stories by isolating the
candid moments that reflect these benefits,
delivering them in the common visual
language of the modern digital toy camera.
These stories are inspirational, relatable and
completely obtainable by anyone.
Notable characteristics of Bowflex Life/Fit
images is that they are life benefit focused.
The product and the work out are never
intermixed with Life/Fit stories so that the
life benefit remains the central focus of
the story being told. This makes for a pure
communication and eliminates the smell of the
sell. Product imagery has its place in design but
is subordinate the benefit story.
Life/Fit stories take on the stylistic attributes
and range of common digital toy camera
effects. These include light auras and spills,
radial and linear forced focal fall off, simulated
film grain, and varying cross processing styles.
Original images may be captured to
reflect this style. However, because nearly

all digital toy camera effects are post
processed, virtually any image can be
manipulated to emulate them, providing
the subject matter and context of the shot
also reflects the candor and earthy grit of a
genuine Life/Fit moment.
The contextual spirit of Bowflex Life/
Fit images aims to trike at the common
connection we all have with our child hood.
A time when being active wasn’t a “got to”
but a “get to.” Life/Fit images should reflect
widely accepted, relatable activities and
genuine positive emotion. They should
depict fun, energetic experiences, express
concepts like joy, elation and camaraderie.
Images depicting individuals or groups as
well as implying actions or concepts with
objects or scenes is all acceptable.
Life/Fit images do not portray surreal
breaks between aspiration and
obtainability. Therefore, they do not
represent hyper fit individuals or portray
an attitude of narcissism. They never
reflect stern or pained expressions nor
depict unpleasant levels of exertion nor
suffering for a goal. As such Life/Fit images
do not focus on the work out, depict
fitness equipment or gym environments.

Freezing life, one
moment at a time.

Photographic 10.5.1

NO

YES

Motion 10.5.2

Bringing the
Bowflex Life/
Fit story alive
by rekindling
the magic of
our memories.

This section lays forth the framework for
anyone to faithfully honor the Bowflex Life/
Fit vision governing storytelling through the
medium of motion and film.

internet generations. As such, therein lives
something universal, innocent, pure and
centrally motivating for the Bowflex brand
to connect to.

We believe the most powerful stories are
told through the lens by which we brand
memories and experiences as a child.

The beauty of the motion and film medium
is its ability to employ a shoot and editing
style as well as scripts that recreate the
lens of a child’s eyes. This is not only the
lens that casts super-real properties and
magical characteristics on our reflections
of our childhood as an adult (our fond
memories of the past). But is also the prism
by which we visualized the future as a child
(our hopes and dreams). And it is that which
the Bowflex brand hopes to reconnect
audiences with.

Our childhood memories are always larger
than life. Things were bigger, the world
was smaller, experiences were filled with
awe and wonder. For example, a childhood
memory of Disneyland® or the San Diego
Zoo may live in our mind’s eye as magical,
lager than life. So much so is this true that a
return visit to a place connected with such a
childhood memory, as an adult, nearly never
lives up to the lustre of our memory.
In short, the way we create, keep and reflect
on the memories we forge as a child has
a supernatural characteristic that is so
universal, so core to our being and perception
of the world, that anything able to resonate
on the same frequency gains the ability to
shape the very framework of our being.
Building on this idea, sits the reality that
everyone was fit once, when we were
kids, at least when we talk about the pre-

Bowflex Life/Fit story telling seeks to
reignite the wonder of living life in its fullest,
with the lager than life, reckless abandon
of a childhood memory. We call this the
“Bowflex Time Warp,” which is a means to
slow life, make it bigger, freeze it, rewind it
and replay it like we do in our own mind.
Through this the brand projects the quality
of life we aspire to in a light that dissolves
challenges, makes obstacles obsolete,
disassembles excuses and reconnects us
with our fondest images of ourselves.

Motion 10.5.2

Bowflex
motion design
elements are
about slick
physics not
glitter bombs
and razzle
dazzle.
‘Nuf said.

Using the Bowflex crest lock-up as
an example, the shape of the lockup
should shape phase in as if turning on
an analog television. The inside color
should x-fade in revealing what looks
like a large rectangle on top of a thin
rectangle. The Bowflex logo then swiftly
rises with elasticity as if a spring loaded
rising sun. A wave crest then builds
and freezes prior to closing in on itself,
simultaneously drawing up the tagline
from the baseline. The physics of the
wave should be as life-like as possible.
In other iterations, other Life/Fit activities
can pass along the lower rectangle before
ultimately drawing in the wave crest. This
could include a passing cyclist, a Frisbee
pass from one person to another. They
are all to appear in silhouetted form and
morph from the lower rectangle field
or appear as if a camera pan took place.
However, the animation always ends with
the crest, which is the element that brings
in the tagline.
Similarly, other Bowflex motion design
elements and animations should focus
on creating scenarios that demonstrate
lifelike physics including the forces of:
gravity, repulsion, elasticity and inertial
on the objects being animated. Bowflex
motion design should shy away from the
use of complex filter effects, light passes
and unnatural elements.

Design Elements 10.5.3

Bowflex branded
graphic conventions

The Bowflex brand uses two vector
graphic conventions to that help
to identify Bowflex design and
communications solutions as distinctly
Bowflex. They include the Bowflex
Vertical Bar and Bowflex Soft Braces
and Bowflex Alert Box. These simple
but striking graphic elements aid in the
separation and framing of key content or
as a visual balancing aid.
The Bowflex Bar functions as a global
end cap for anchoring large fields or
images The Bowflex Bar is always
employed as a vertical element, never
as a horizontal. Breaks in color field or
images separators are used for creating
horizontal content breaks. The Bowflex
bar always falls on the outside edge of
a visual space and in scenarios where
a communication is free floating the

Bowflex Bar falls on the right edge.
The Bowflex Braces help to isolate and
frame key content or ideas within a larger
concept. Bowflex Braces are always used in
pairs, never as individual graphic elements
nor are they used as stand alone graphics
but always frame a concept or idea.
Bowflex Alert Boxes are also used to draw
attention to a finite concept, idea or key
point. They always contain an exclamation
point. They never frame any other graphic
symbol or icon and absolutely never
frame a question mark The exclamation
point framed inside the alert box may be
another BFX color other than the frame.
Use references for these graphic
conventions can be identified across the
channel manifestations.

Design Elements 10.5.3

How to build
and use graphic
content light auras.

Lens auras are one of the ways in which
Bowflex blends can be used to bring
added character and depth to graphic
constructions, illustrations and solids.
These pass through elements are created
with three basic components: a BFX color
gradient, a transparency gradient, also knows
as a gradient feather effect and an element
transmission or blend effect. These combined
controls may be balanced and manipulated

to achieve the desired treatment. We have
demonstrated the basic creation steps here
for Adobe Indesign. The basic process for
generating these effects also holds true when
originated in Adobe Illustrator or Photoshop,
though the means by which both blends and
gradient feathering is produced is slightly
different. Both linear or radial gradient and
gradient feather effects can be employed
based on the desired outcome.

The accepted best practice for applying light auras
to graphic content is to use the “Color” element
transmission type or blend effect over photographic
or lighter vector based compositions and to use the
“Normal” blend effect over darker vector-based
compositions and solids.
Radial gradient feather pulling out from lower bottom right corner on all examples above.

Channel Manifestations 11.0

Visualizing
the Bowflex
Brand in
practice
Reflecting the
brand philosophy,
themes, voice,
story telling
style and visual
mechanics.

Advertising 11.1

Bowflex print advertising drives
indirect sales through the online
channel by means of the Bowflex URL/
Tagline anchor rather than through a
direct sales approach with hard CTAs
and 800 numbers. The reason for this
is simple. A relationship driven brand
must create a dialogue before it can
assume the right to a sale.

Exercise: Kettle Ball Kid Toss
Reps: Until He Says Uncle
Muscle Group/s: All
Set: Daniel’s Turn
Weight: Varies
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i
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Michtington Beach
Hun

Brand advertising does have an
indirect sales goal. However, it
predominately serves the higher
purpose of inviting audiences into
a different way of thinking about
the brand, increasing top of mind
awareness and positive brand
impression, or in the case of the Fitness
Is campaign, change the way audiences

think of fitness itself. This is a central
theme of the Bowflex brand and one of
the ways the brand can create a new
dialogue in the fitness space.
In this concept, the messaging strategy
and visual metaphor aim to supplant the
drudgery of a common exercise routine
and replace it with a real life application
of a similar set of physical mechanics.
It is further empowered through a geotargeted endorsement strategy. This is
the heart of what brings the Fitness Is
campaign to life, striking at the heart
and spirit of audiences. It’s a crowdsourced solution set, taking the brand
communication beyond that of the
organization by including audiences as a
part of a bigger brand movement.

Advertising 11.1
Bowflex digital advertising, as with
other mediums, should always seek
to create brand dialogues whenever
possible. This was demonstrated
earlier in the peer-based, campaign
digital ad from section 7.6.2,
exampled again below. This central
brand theme also holds true for offer
driven digital ads, whether served in
ap or as web based paid media.
One means for accomplishing this
objective can take shape in the
form of an “Advergame” banner
framework. Advergaming, as the
name implies, is ad gamification.
However, at its root, this simply
means embedding an offer within
a rich interaction. This creates a
broader value proposition than
a brand divorced, cost driven,
offer can provide and influences
both click through and conversion
rate from within the ad. These
interactions can be simple or as
deep as your audience responds
to favorably and is one of the only
way’s a segmentation strategy
can be effectively employed
in paid media advertising. This
is accomplished by providing
embedded selections within
the experience that allow the
audience to naturally self segment
through the interaction.
There are a number of other
valuable outcomes of the

advergaming format, the least of
which is driving significantly higher
conversion rates. Advergaming
based banner ads tend to preserve
brand value where other forms
of banner advertising have been
demonstrated to devalue brand
equities. Advergames likewise
increase positive brand impression
and can be hosted on a brand owned
domain linked by a paid media shell.
This in turn exposes the viewer
to valuable supporting content
and a richer cross-sell and up-sell
environment once engaged.
Among other things, hosting an
advergame from a brand-owned
domain, allows for a virtually
unlimited k weight, resulting in
an ability to execute and serve
a far richer and more immersive
experience than a pub served
experience could provide. Most
importantly brand-owned
domains can be shared and
therefore drive organic growth,
even achieve viral reach.
In the example to the right, viewers
are presented with a challenge: first
to choose a character. This tell us
very likely whether our audience
is male or female. Second, they are
asked to select a product they like.
This is not a commitment to buy,
but rather an invitation to identify
a product they like. The challenge

FITNESS IS
WHAT YOU MAKE OF IT.

this initiates is one that rewards
the viewer the more they interact
with the brand. This loads the actual
game experience, which could be
as rich as the example shown or
far simpler and two dimensional.
The viewer, or rather player at this
point, will now attempt to survive
as long as they can. Now, rather
than accumulate an ever increasing
score, the player attempts to grind
down the cost of the piece of
equipment they want.
The beauty of this strategy is
that you employ a concept called
“perceived value incentive,” where
buy the brand rarely has to pay out
on the maximum allotted discount
of a given item in order to drive the
same level of sales interest.
Bowflex predetermined margins
set the difficulty curve to prevent a
piece of equipment to end up being
given away.
In addition to this the ad has direct
linking offers, which reveal on roll
over of the “plus” symbol in the top
right of the ad space for those that
self select as, “I’m a pacifist.”
Truly advanced experiences might
also include social links or even
allow a player to save their score
to a leader board or opt in to new
product offers and challenges.

POST

YOUR
Enhance the art of the CHOOSE
EQUIPMENT
CHARACTER EQU
offer. Employ digital
ads with sticky factor
by nesting offers in
brand equity building,
deep interactions.

+

CHOOSE YOUR
CHO

THE LONGER YOU LIVE — THE LOWER THE PRICE
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Advertising 11.1
Surface disruption is a way to use
physical constructs to provide context
for an idea. In this concept, the Fitness
Is campaign makes the connection
between our unabated childhood
inhibitions and active living, overlaying
it over the context of water. Though
this image infers taking a midnight
swim in an open body of public water,
these same type of surface projections
could be executed on prominent hotel
pools, on the beaches near a busy

boardwalk like in Miami or Santa
Cruz, a city lake shore Like in Chicago.
Surface disruption is also not limited
to static executions. Because they are
projections, they can in fact be dynamic,
holographic and even interactive. As
is the case with all Fitness Is campaign
elements, surface disruptions are
designed to drive brand interaction
whenever possible, demonstrate that
fitness is fun and do so by connecting
with a child like simplicity.

Advertising 11.1

Furthering the brand
theme of creating
opportunities to interact
with audiences, traditional
advertising monologues
are transformed into
interactive brand dialogues
and vehicles to drive to
social channels for even
deeper engagement.
Though not depicted, this strategy also has a direct
application in retail as a ceiling hanger to support
product discounts and other retail based promotions.

Experimental 11.2
Bowflex is about striking
the heart strings of an
association with fitness
that is so base that
everyone can relate to
it: our childhood. Nearly
all children before the
Internet generation were
physically active, fit in
their own right and happy
to be active. No child ever
thought to themselves,
“Hey, I better work out.”
No, they simply lived
each moment of life in
the moment.
Good Medicine Ball is
both Good Medicine
and a Medicine Ball
— more importantly,
it’s a Ball, something
we all associate with
in a positive context,
know how to relate
to and enjoy on many
levels. Good Medicine
Ball allows adults to
reconnect with the
concept of fitness at the
center of our being. Being
carefree and having fun
while being active.

Good Medicine

Ball

Digital 11.3

This manifestation is rather loosely placed in the
digital category, as it is both a digital interactive
medium, yet also clearly advertising in its function.
Projected user feeds, however they are employed,
allow audiences to have an immersive real-time
engagement with the brand, turning traditional
brand monologues into rich brand dialogues.

OEM RETAIL CHANNEL
Retail partners are the direct
beneficiary of their proximity to
interaction points. Retailers like Dick’s
or Sport Authority, which adjoin many mall
spaces can partner in promotions, incentives
and even sponsor an interaction point in mall
spaces where they have locations.
LOCATION BASED INTERACTION
Players can cross post their scores or
challenges to other social streams.

SUPER

SOCIAL WEB CHANNEL
Players can navigate to the BFX FB
tab from their smart phone via
Being fit for life
QR code to be added to the
for Bowflex is about enabling
leader board.
and facilitating an active lifestyle

everywhere. Through concepts like Super
CHALLENGE FRIENDS
Simon, Bowflex draws audiences into a positive
— Players can challenge
interaction with the brand through an inviting
their friends to a dual to
dynamic projected interface. The Simon interface is
beat their high score or
simply tout their score
simple and intuitive with deep iconic roots in memory
on their own FB wall.
of our target segments. I,e. the interface needs no
instruction to draw correct interaction. Interface drives
a fun, even multi-player collaborative physical activity in
which participants engage with a non-threatening low
DIRECT SALES
E-COM / AP /
output activity that gradually draws the participant into a
CHANNEL
WEB CHANNEL
more
vigorous
output
as
they
continue
to
engage.
The
BFX can collect
BFX can drive
central visual output is a dynamic animated interface
registrant info, opt in
cross traffic to
that allows participants to follow their score and
communication privileges
e-com, web and
achievements while the outer ring consists
to solicit direct sales,
promotional landing
incent repeated interaction
pages and Select Tech
of four touch sensitive hot spots that
and social shares with content
and other mobile App
illuminate more brightly when
and product discounts, prizes
downloads.
activated by a participant’s
or location based OEM partner
foot or feet.
discounts, giveaways or incentives.
PROMOTIONS / PR

OEM PARTNER FOOT TRAFFIC
Players can earn location based
OEM partner discounts, offers
and incentive by completing
challenges or obtaining
achievements (scoring tiers).

DATA MINING, PROFILING
Players can register to return and compete
against their past performance, follow group or friends
performance, subscribe to their performance updates,
initiate grudge matches. This generates an
enormously rich inbound data stream to inform
future development as well as direct sales.

BFX Facbook Tab can host special
events, and benefits to drive traffic back
to interaction points and OEM partners. Ideas
could include: JUMP FOR THE CURE or tie
back to other philanthropic programs like FIT
4 THE FUTURE or even feed into and cross
support partner programs like FAT 2
FIT or POUNDS 4 POINTS.

SIMON

Digital 11.3

Social 11.4

Social media is at the
heart of a dialogue
centered, emotional
brand, because it is
the one medium that
centralizes the brand’s
activities and best
emulate its human
characteristics.
For branded social media to
work, it must create social value.
Throughout this publication
numerous inbound and outbound
social media leveraging solutions
have been identified, so it is not
necessary to go into great depth
to manifest them here.
However, it is of great value to
identify the key truths about
social media, in the context of a
brand tool, that identify both the
risks and the rewards of social
media to the brand.

1. Your social media channels

are not yours they are the one
component of your marketing mix
that the audience owns.
This truth should govern the
way in which social media is
arbitrated. Every brand draws
its own line in the sand on this
topic but the general caution is
to not over arbitrate social media
streams. For example, some
brands fear negative input so

greatly that they delete negative
posts or threads. When practiced
this nearly always backfires,
creating more damage to the
brand than it mitigates.
The Bowflex brand interests are
not in managing appearances but
are rather rooted in cultivating
trust and relationships. This is
accomplished by responding
to negative posts rather than
deleting them.

2. Use social media only for what

it is strategically designed for.
Many brands leverage social
media entirely incorrectly, often
times as a dumping ground for
their advertising and offers,
which is not really “leveraging”
it at all. Social media audiences
are not prospects and are not
to be advertised to. They are
rather patrons of your brand
and should be entreated to
participate in brand activities
in much the same way as you
would communicate to brand
loyalists deep within the
customer life cycle.

3. Social media is much more

than Facebook and Twitter.
In fact, it’s in many ways, a
misnomer even to limit the topic
of social strategy to social media,
or for that matter, to limit social
media to only the web, mobile
devices and other digital tools.

It goes without saying that
many brands have social media
strategies that are only two
inches deep or that fail to
consider the broader ecosystem
of social modicums being used by
their audiences. However, what
is quite humorous, is that many
brands seem to have forgotten
that, in spite of it being the digital
age, human beings still have
real life social interactions with
one another and groups and
that the brand can participate
in, and influence these social
interactions as well.
This is not to say that a social
brand strategy can not be
effective if it only employs a
few channels or only digital, but
rather is aimed at identifying
that the audience,and their
natural social behaviors, are
what should drive the decision
for the brand to actively employ
any given social channel,
independently or integrated.
This means, for example, that
the brand can create a positive
social engagement between their
audiences in the real world, that
then multiplies naturally across
those audiences preferred social
channels, without the brand
having to do anything else, albeit
creating digital social content from
physical brand / audience social
interactions is even more valuable.

Bowflex Social proofs.

Social Branding Examples.

1. Always provide social value
with every brand generated
output. Social chatter is not
valuable to the brand or audiences
even if it levies response. Avoid the
urge to make social noise to fill in
apparent social pause.

1. Broadcasting audience
Tweets acquired by QR code
to digital projected ads.

2. Use social channels to
provide a platform for topical
dialogue, instruction and
training and entertainment.
3. Bowflex social strategy should
create a positive environment
to bring people together, propel
them to be active and enable
them to achieve Life/Fit Success.
4. Bowflex social channels are its
brand barometer and a litmus test
for how well the brand practices
what it preaches. Keep this in mind
and it will keep the brand on course.
5. The Bowflex brand content
strategy should have a definitive
impact on Bowflex social strategy.
6. Bowflex is an innovation
centered brand that seeks to
disrupt conventions in its industry
and in how the brand behaves.
This includes social strategy.
Subsequently the Bowflex brand
should continuously look at new
and innovative ways to leverage
social channels.

2. Push Bowflex Tweets to
paid placement banner ads in
real time.
3. Film Bowflex social
experiments and interactive
out of home ads like “Good
Medicine Ball,” “Going
up the down escalator,”
“Fitness Is - worth reaching
for.” integrating them into
Youtube content strategy.
4. Implement Bowflex
interaction points. Film them
for use in Youtube content
strategy. Embed QR codes to
drive social media interaction,
sharing, challenges and group
collaboration.
5. Launch Life/Fit Success
Pintrest pin board.
6. TreadClimber UpLink hike
virtual database.

AUGMENTED
REALITY
The Fitness Is campaign strives to
create unique interactions that drive
physical activity and create a positive
brand impression.
Augmented reality provides not only
a vehicle to drive such interaction
but an outlet to produce foot traffic
for our OEM partners as well, turning
traditionally static window displays
into an immersive experience.
QR code integration further extends
these interaction points to link to
other challenges and provide further
value to Facebook tab based leader
boards, achievements, promotions
and OEM offers.
In this conceptual execution we
give context to the campaign in the
statement “FITNESS IS taking dares.”
This assertion is aimed to resonate
with the natural human drive to
compete, convert trivial interest into
brand interaction, positive impression
and drive OEM traffic.
Engagement takes place when a passer
by interacts with the “PUSH” button,
at which point the touch sensitive
projection levis a challenge. In the
case of the example, to take a shot on
Women’s US World Cup goalie, Hope
Solo. Or, block a set and spike by US
Women’s beach volleyball players, Misty
May-Treanor and Kerri Walsh.

Channel Support: OEM — Affiliate 11.5

Channel Support: OEM — Affiliate 11.5

The Ninja Fit label is a badge of honor worn by Bowflex Black Belt
Affiliate trainers. The Ninja Fit status concept is extendable across
numerous channels including: content marketing, affiliate support
as a performance ranking mechanism, advergame based banner
experiences and rich internet applications. It’s modeled here in
a merchandising label format, applied as a badge of honor on a
Bowflex Black Belt / Ninja Fit Hoodie.

Direct Marketing 11.6

The brand impact on direct
marketing is significant,
fundamentally altering
communication objectives, visual
and vocal solutions and even the
strategy governing if an individual
direct marketing tactic enhances
brand value or erodes it.

In the following section we will demonstrate a few examples of the brand impact on a
variety of DM forms, using a single customer profile and persona, exampled on the facing
page, as a launch pad. We will then follow this individual from prospect cultivation through
conversion and into the beginning of life-cycle marketing.
One recommendation we make through these examples is that all Bowflex direct marketing
be designed to target by segment rather than by product or by function, i.e, marketing to
strength or cardio. This allows the brand to more effectively resonate with the need state and
more easily market the key value of support through a wholistic programmatic solution rather
than with an acute “one and done” sale, which potentially leaves more money on the table.

Themes: Ref Sec 5.4
Segment: Overwhelmed +
aspiring
Need States: 1. Burn Fat 2.
Social Motivation 3. Outdoor
Social
Tone: 1. Conclusive + Urgent
2. Supportive + Objective 3.
Exuberant + Excitable
Vocal Characteristics: Ref
Sec 6.2
Persona: Katie is a 40 year
old mother of three teenage
boys, living with her husband
Jacob in Troy, Michigan. Just
keeping up with three teens
is work enough, leaving
Katie with very little time,
or energy, to enjoy the kind
of active life she aspired to
before the kids. What’s more,
she’s never really shaken the
baby weight and it‘s been a
continual frustration. She’s
gone on and off diets over
the years but has never really
achieved lasting success.

When Katie and Jacob
were younger they both
enjoyed active lives and
even after they started
having kids they often
toted the boys along on
outdoor adventures. Over
time, the business of
life took over and these
experiences became less
and less frequent and far
less adventurous, finally
giving way to no more
than memories tucked
away in a closet shoe box.
However, in recent years,
as the boys have become
more independent, Katie
has begun to look forward
to recapturing a full and
more active life and hopes
her proactivity will inspire
Jacob to join in as well.
A few years ago she tried
out a nationally franchised
gym membership, but
found the experience
so overwhelming and
intimidating she cancelled
the membership after only
a few months for lack of

use. They gym made the
cancelation process very
difficult and she ultimately
had to block their
automated transactions.
In retaliation the gym filed
negative reports to the
credit bureaus. Katie went
to further hassle to disputed
these reports, but in spite
of this, they persisted
to have an unfavorable
impact on her credit.
Since her gym fiasco, Katie
has taken up running early
in the morning but finds it
to be a miserable endeavor,
particularly in inclement
weather. She has also
considered a home gym
or treadmill system but
the options are so wide,
confusing and expensive,
and because of her credit
situation, she feels once
again overwhelmed and
generally frustrated with
the lack of clear solutions
and sincere cost effective,
support systems available to
help her achieve her goals.

Direct Marketing 11.6

Mode: Inquiry response /
acquisition print DM
Means: Should not be
gimmicky or disingenuous.
Should provide value before
the sale. Should include
something that could not
otherwise be delivered
through more relevant, cost
effective, digital channels.
Action Triggers (Acquisition
DM): 1. Produce Rapid
Results 2. Progress
Tracking 3. Motivational +
Energizing
Key Messages: 1. Bowflex is
an unfailing support system
to get fit and stay fit for
life. 2. Bowflex doesn’t sell
anything. Bowflex designs
life altering fitness solutions
that are so inspiring people
have to have them. 3.
Fitness is a “get to” not a
“got to.” Fitness is fun.
Scenario: Last week Katie
was up late at 11 PM
folding clothes on the
couch in the living room so
she wouldn‘t disturb the
kids or her husband who

had all already gone to bed.
To pass the time she had
turned on the television.
With little of interest on,
she found herself channel
surfing as commercials
would air. After some time
she ended up pausing on
a show as a commercial
ended, but it was no sitcom
rerun or cheesy late night
infomercial. This was
something real, and not
reality television. It was
about a woman she could
genuinely relate to. She
found herself drawn in
to this life that so closely
mirrored her own.
As the story unfolded she
was carried along with
it. She was hooked. As
the story progressed it
introduced a new concept
that Katie really resonated
with, “Life/Fit Success.” She
could text, call or go online
to learn more and even
watch more episodes.
Feeling a little reserved
about calling, she looked
up the URL and watched

another episode. She
forgot about the laundry
and plopped down on the
couch. A prompt to get a
free Life/Fit success kit was
at the bottom of the video.
She clicked it, opening a
simple dialogue box. She
entered her name, sex,
address, selected her top
three need states from a
drop down list, hit send and
resumed watching.
The next day Katie had
received a personal
thank you email and a
confirmation that she
would receive her kit in
no less than three days.
The email included a
link back to the next
episode Katie had not yet
watched and an invitation
to plug in to the Life/Fit
Community on Facebook.
Over the following pages
we’ve demonstrated a
theoretical example of what
could be included in this
kit, what it might look like,
the information it would
provide and how it would
be presented.

Direct Marketing 11.6

score/fold/glue

score/fold/glue
score/fold

score/fold

score/fold

Noteworthy Attributes: It’s
worthwhile to take note of some
key strategic, mechanical, visual and
vocal attributes of this package.

{

Most fitness brands market short term results, actually
designed to profit from your failure! We believe this is wrong
and set out to create solutions that actually set you up for life
long success! Life/Fit Success is an enabling, supportive,
honest perspective of the human state, recognizing
everyone’s desire to achieve and sustain a highly personal,
lifelong state of wellbeing. This kit provides your first step!

Life/Fit Success is an invitation to a life changing experience;
one about life and living it to the fullest. And life isn’t about
some fad routine or hunk of equipment. Life is rather an
assembly of experiences, knit together by those we share them
with. It’s our ongoing goal at Bowflex to propel those experiences
to a new height. To celebrate fitness as a get to, not a got to.
To support you in changing your life for the better, forever!

}

a lifestyle not a workout.
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SelectTech Ap: Don’t be

Fit To Be A Hero:

social
motivation

outdoor
social

Bowflex events +
Interaction Points:

You’re determination and success is someone else’s inspiration and vice versa.
And we think that’s heroic! That’s why we created a way for people like you to share your Life/Fit stories. The
journey that begins where gym memberships and work out equipment ends. What’s more, the more you engage
the more you get, with opportunities to earn all kinds of great rewards for contributing to your community! You’ll
find all the details on this and other opportunities for peer support in your program cards.

burn fat

misled by the name, whether you have a set
of Bowflex SelectTech dumbbells or not the
SelectTech ap is a fantastic free tool to help
keep you accountable with your peers and
others in the Bowflex community.

Bowflex’s commitment to your Life/Fit
Success extends way beyond your home.
From special events and group fit activities to
life-scale fitness interaction points in malls,
parks and other public places, Bowflex is
committed to making your fitness experiences
fun, engaging and a worthwhile pursuit! Be
sure to check the Bowflex website often as
well as subscribe to the Bowflex FaceBook
page to keep up with ongoing details.
Additionally, we’ve included info cards for a
few immediately available in your area!

Free Fitness Coaching + Nutrition Planning:

Whether you own Bowflex equipment or not, we offer everyone access to fitness
coaching and nutrition planning support. We believe this is a vital component of your
success, to ensure your general health, safety and satisfaction with life in general.
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We invite you to
redefine fitness.
Not as a new set of
routines or tasks,
but as a way of life.
Not as moments of
work in exchange
for benefits but as
benefits at work
in every moment
of your life.
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Extended Support Network:

We believe the broader a support network we can
provide, the more flexible and useful it will be to you.
To do this we’ve linked our social support communities
with other like minded organizations’, even creating a
common currency by which achieving your
incremental goals earns points bankable for rewards
and other product and service discounts across any of
our partner’s. A complete list of these partners and a
number of special offers are included in your kit.

365 Degree Support :

Fitness is not a check list of to-dos. Its something you live 365 days a
year, that’s why we’ve designed a number of ways to inspire you to
have fun, while being active all year long. This concept is integrated
across all of our products and programs but is embodied in our
Alive/365 initiative: a collaborative, peer based support network,
designed to keep you accountable and motivated with ideas and
activities for when the weather cooperates and for when it does not!

Quick + Easy Fat Torching Activities: The things you do to
enjoy a fit lifestyle should integrate naturally into your normal routines and serve the dual
purpose of helping you quickly achieve your body fat goal, and yet remain relevant once you
shift from weight loss to weight management. We’ve developed a number of programs
designed to do just that and have included them in your program cards.

Group Challenges: Let’s face it, the whole point of being fit is to enjoy the benefits of an
active lifestyle with others, not to spend hours gazing at your rippling abs in front of the mirror. In the
same way, getting fit and staying fit together is much more rewarding than going it alone. Find a list and
detailed set of recommendations for group programs amongst your program cards.

Visit www.bowflex.com or facebook.com/bowflex or call 1-800.953.3429
for additional information about any or all of these products, programs and support.

Bowflex TreadClimber :

®
®
We poured thousands upon thousands of
hours into the innovation behind the Bowflex TreadClimber for a single, solitary purpose;
so you could spend less time exercising and more time living. No other piece of equipment
on the market today has been proven to burn more fat in less time, with as little apparent
effort. We guarantee it. And TreadClimber doesn’t outlive its usefulness just because
you’ve reached your weight goal. TreadClimber up-link connects to your computer or game
console, turning your treadClimber into game controller, turning even a rainy day into a
fun opportunity to be active. You'll find all of the Bowflex TreadClimber feature details on
its product card included in your kit, as well as our other product recommendations.

On a strategic level, you will
note from the previous page,
we’ve created a kit delivered in a
poly-bag in favor of a stand alone
complex mailer. Though this is
not a brand specific convention
it is aimed at achieving a couple
of brand enabling goals. The
first is to increase the overall
value appearance of the
communication. The second is
to create an easily customized,
segment specific, communication
that is both cost conscious and
quick to adapt and update.
Mechanically, the entire package
is designed to tell a story not
just through the visual elements
and literal copy, but in the way
the elements are presented and
function. For example, how the
more heavy set silhouette of the
woman first visible transforms
into a slender more confident
figure when the first element, the
infographic is fully opened.

The infographic itself is designed
to provide a top-line identification
with the audience need states. In
this scenario enough inquiry data
is collected to allow the target
to self identify their segment,
so they seemingly receive
a highly personal response,
tailored response. This is further
complimented by the ability to
incorporate the best possible
selection of product, program and
support related information cards
and offers, driven by need state
and action triggers. Individual
cards are not thin flyers but run on
durable 120 pound card stock.
The cards are also far more likely
to be retained and revisited than
a single complex mail piece and
are also easily passed on to a
spouse or friend.
Visually, this strategy allows
Bowflex to make a natural
separation between branded
relationship building components
and product and feature based
elements. From a communications
perspective this insulates the
emotional brand from the
devaluation typical of direct

marketing tactics within a
single communication .
Contextually, there are a few key
things to make note of. Firstly,
the tone is inclusive and aimed
at drawing the reader in to a
participatory engagement with
the brand and is made aware
of the ability to collaborate
in crafting a solution they can
own. This rolls seamlessly into
an emotional and empathic
identifying with the recipient — a
powerful but quick oration that
is not over the top and seemingly
insincere. Secondly, the
offerings are designed to ensure
the reader is presented with an
invitation to participate with
the brand even if they do not
immediately purchase a product
or service. This is key to a long
range view of the consumer in
that brand participants today
are tomorrows buyer. Lastly, the
content is organized by need
state in descending priority and
contextually integrates action
triggers relative to the segment
as well as the key messages
outlined on the previous page.
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Sample TreadClimber, Be Fit
Kit product card, front: Among
the Be Fit Kit potential contents
are product / offer cards. The
example left, is a concept for a
TreadClimber product / offer
card. The strategic purpose of
these cards is to provide key
benefit information, but not to
duplicate or over reinforce it. This
communication strategy has the
produces an emotional response
rather than an intellectual
contemplation and increases
conversion. Often times when
direct marketing tactics attempt
to make to many value arguments
or redundantly reinforce the same
one, conversion tends to fall off.
You can also see in the example
how we’ve maintained the
focus on the target segment’s
primary, secondary and tertiary
needs states: Quick results communicated in the header, Social
motivation - the drive to peer Life/
Fit Success stories, and lastly, out
door social - embodied in the visual
story of a relatable, often social,
active outdoor activity.
Lastly, consider the offer. Note how
its orientation, perpendicular to the

primary content prevents it from
interfering with the key messages
but demands attention once the
reader have digested the them
without having to be large, loud and
overshadow any other element.
This mechanical strategy performs
very well because it abates the
appearance of a hard sell yet does
demand attention in turn).
Sample TreadClimber, Be Fit Kit
product card, reverse — UpLink Plug:
UpLink exclusively for
TreadClimber is a revolutionary
digital integration value add.
Amongst the most valuable aspects
of integration up-sells in general is
they create a platforms for ongoing
up-sell and cross- sell, increase
equipment use and therefore
value to the consumer and therein
become brand anchors.
Specific to the UpLink example,
we not only provide added value
to the would be TreadClimber
customer, but advance a bigger
brand idea — Alive/365, turning
mere exercise equipment into Life/
Fit enablement. In addition to this,
UpLink introduces an entirely new
organic revenue stream, reinforces
the brand theme of joint brand

ownership and participation,
propagates user generated
content that can be monetized and
even influences the advancement
and technological development of
the TreadClimber itself.
The UpLink messaging strategy
relative to our target segment is
simple, connect with the desire to
be outdoors rather than cooped up
inside. Solve the problem a huge
percentage of American’s have, that
outdoor activity is just not practical
or at least enjoyable year round.
Have you ever looked at people
out walking or running early in the
morning in the cold or in brutal
weather? What do their expressions
tell you? Are they having a good
time? UpLink doesn’t replace a
great hike or walk on a perfect day
- it brings it home. Furthermore,
the message is aimed at making
the world a little smaller - giving
TreadClimber owners the ability to
experience places they would love
to go but might rarely if ever have
the chance to experience in real life.
This transforms the TreadClimber
from a work out machine into an
adventure! The point to all of this, if
you have to have UpLink, you have
to have TreadClimber!

Governance 12.0

The tools +
Teamwork
to reinvent
a category

Governance Overview 12.1

Successful brand governance
comes down to two simple things:

{ Conviction + Clarity }
Do you get a lump in your throat when you consider your brand, what it stands for, what
it blieves, how it speaks, how it feels? You should! Do you instantnly know at least three
things that would translate your brand to another person or an audience? You should!
In essence, to set the Bowflex brand up for success, we strove not only to articulate
a vision the entire organization could believe in, but one that was straightforward
and practical to implement! Bowflex brand governance tool sets begin with this
publication as a central and exhaustive repository of all things Bowflex. However,
additional support to assist in standardization, quick reference, road map planning and
decision making will extend from this platform to assist, motivate and inspire internal
stakeholders and external partners to live, love and embrace the Bowflex brand.

The net result
of a brand worth
believing in is resolve,
unity and self governance.

Brand Management 12.2

{

The Bowflex Brand
Governance Model

Brand management has two inputs and two
outputs. Inputs are designed to include both
internal and external influences to objectively
plot the ongoing brand road map and keep it
on course. There are lead roles for stewardship
as well as visioning and auditing, though
collaboration and cross accountability is
commonplace. Visioning and auditing activities
are generally led by an objective outside

}

source, while accountability for stewardship
typically rests with an internal brand group,
or in the case of Bowflex, with marketing.
Band outputs include reference materials
and resources, which are disseminated across
the organization and to outside parties in
accordance with their needs and requirements.
A model for how Bowflex brand governance
flows through the organization is shown here.

audience quick
reference cards
conversion support
life-cycle cultivation
brand guide
market position
audience specifics
philosophy
brand voice
graphic standards
manifestations
brand toolbox
visual style guide
vocal controls
color libraries
asset repository
font library
use cases
theme/need state/
trigger matrix
product/program
innovation qualify

CSR
SALES
PARTNER
RETAIL
R+D

Glossary of Terms 13.0

{

Glossary — A little dictionary.

}

Glossary of Terms 13.0
Affiliate Marketing
Subsidization of the marketing costs or
marketing support of free agents who
represent the brand and its products or
services to an audience.

Attitude branding is the choice to
represent a larger feeling, which is not
necessarily connected with the product or
consumption of the product at all.

Audience Need States represent the goals
and objectives of a given market segment.

Brand A brand is a mixture of attributes,
tangible and intangible, symbolized in a
trademark, which, if managed properly, creates
value and influence. “Value” has different
interpretations: from a marketing or consumer
perspective it is “the promise and delivery of
an experience”; from a business perspective
it is “the security of future earnings”; from
a legal perspective it is “a separable piece of
intellectual property.” Brands offer customers
a means to choose and enable recognition
within cluttered markets.
Brand Anthropology references a
brand’s historic or evolutionary origin and
metamorphosis to the present.
Brand Architecture How an
organization structures and names the
brands within its portfolio. There are three
main types of brand architecture system:

monolithic, where the corporate name is
used on all products and services offered by
the company; endorsed, where all sub-brands
are linked to the corporate brand by means
of either a verbal or visual endorsement; and
freestanding, where the corporate brand
operates merely as a holding company,
and each product or service is individually
branded for its target market.

Brand Convention

Brand Experience The means by

An accepted and widely duplicated market
behavior common to an individual market vertical.

Brand Associations The feelings, beliefs

Brand Earnings The share of a brand-

which a brand is created in the mind of
a stakeholder. Some experiences are
controlled such as retail environments,
advertising, products/services, websites,
etc. Some are uncontrolled like journalistic
comment and word of mouth. Strong brands
arise from consistent experiences which
combine to form a clear, differentiated
overall brand experience.

and knowledge that consumers (customers)
have about brands. These associations are
derived as a result of experiences and must be
consistent with the brand positioning and the
basis of differentiation.

owning business’ cash flow that can be
attributed to the brand alone.

Brand Awareness The percentage
of population or target market who are
aware of the existence of a given brand or
company. There are two types of awareness:
spontaneous, which measures the percentage
of people who spontaneously mention a
particular brand when asked to name brands
in a certain category; and prompted, which
measures the percentage of people who
recognize a brand from a particular category
when shown a list.

Brand Commitment The degree to which
a customer is committed to a given brand in
that they are likely to re-purchase/re-use in
the future. The level of commitment indicates
the degree to which a brand’s customer
franchise is protected form competitors.

Brand Disruption
A brand behavior, message, process or belief
that breaks with the status quo or an accepted
or conventional means for reaching a vertical
market or audience.

Brand Equity The sum of all distinguishing
qualities of a brand, drawn from all relevant
stakeholders, that results in personal
commitment to and demand for the brand;
these differentiating thoughts and feelings
make the brand valued and valuable.
Brand Equity Protection Is the
implementation of strategies to reduce risk
and liability from the effects attributable
to counterfeiting, diversion, tampering and
theft so that the differentiating thoughts and
feelings about the brand are maintained and
remain valued and valuable.

Brand Essence or Brand DNA The
brand’s promise expressed in the simplest,
most single-minded terms. For example,
Volvo = safety. The most powerful brand
essences are rooted in a fundamental
customer need.

Brand Extension Leveraging the values
of the brand to take the brand into new
markets/sectors.

Brand Philanthropy
A brand’s purposed humanitarian acts, efforts
and / or programs that reinforce brand values
and philosophical beliefs.

Brand Governance Practically, this
involves managing the tangible and intangible
aspects of the brand. For product brands
the tangibles are the product itself, the
packaging, the price, etc. For service brands,
the tangibles are to do with the customer
experience - the retail environment, interface
with salespeople, overall satisfaction, etc.
For product, service and corporate brands,
the intangibles are the same and refer to the
emotional connections derived as a result
of experience, identity, communication and
people. Intangibles are therefore managed via
the manipulation of identity, communication
and people skills.
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Brand Harmonization Ensuring that all
products in a particular brand range have a
consistent name, visual identity and, ideally,
positioning across a number of geographic
or product/service markets.
Brand Identity The outward expression
of the brand, including its name and visual
appearance. The brand’s identity is its
fundamental means of consumer recognition
and symbolizes the brand’s differentiation
from competitors.

Brand Personality The attribution
of human personality traits (seriousness,
warmth, imagination, etc.) to a brand as
a way to achieve differentiation. Usually
done through long-term above-the-line
advertising and appropriate packaging
and graphics. These traits inform
brand behavior through both prepared
communication/packaging, etc., and
through the people who represent the
brand - its employees.

Brand Platform The Brand Platform
consists of the following elements:
• Brand Vision The brand’s guiding
insight into its world.

• Brand Mission How the brand will act
on its insight.

• Brand Values The code by which the brand

lives. The brand values act as a benchmark
to measure behaviors and performance.

and measuring the economic benefit - brand
value - that derives from brand ownership.

• Brand Personality (see Brand Personality)

Branding Selecting and blending tangible

• Brand Tone of Voice How the brand

and intangible attributes to differentiate
the product, service or corporation in an
attractive, meaningful and compelling way.

speaks to its audiences.

Corporate Identity At a minimum, is used
to refer to the visual identity of a corporation
(its logo, signage, etc.), but usually taken
to mean an organization’s presentation to
its stakeholders and the means by which it
differentiates itself from other organizations.
Counterfeiting When an organization

Brand Morphology is a brand’s

Category Defining Brand is a brand that

anticipated trajectory based on its
anthropological influence and current goals.

breaks a traditional mold or routine and gains
a following because of it.

or individual produces a product that looks
like a branded product and is packaged and
presented in a manner to deceive the purchaser.

Brand Positioning The distinctive
position that a brand adopts in its
competitive environment to ensure that
individuals in its target market can tell
the brand apart from others. Positioning
involves the careful manipulation of every
element of the marketing mix.

Central Brand Goal

Crowd Sourced

The brands philosophical common
denominator — a brand objective or
platform under which all other brand
decisions, themes or positions agree or are
a natural product of.

The act of soliciting a group or audience for ideas,
input or inspiration to advance a brand’s position
or inform its business or marketing decisions.

Brand Strategy A plan for the systematic

brand names in support of a new product,
service or venture.

development of a brand to enable it to
meet its agreed objectives. The strategy
should be rooted in the brand’s vision and
driven by the principles of differentiation
and sustained consumer appeal. The brand
strategy should influence the total operation
of a business to ensure consistent brand
behaviors and brand experiences.

Brand Theme is a defining characteristic
and / or objective that influences brand
behavior and output.
Brand Valuation The process of identifying

Co-branding The use of two or more

Consumer Product Goods (consumer
goods) or services (consumer services)
purchased for private use or for other
members of the household.
Convension is an accepted norm or
stigma or anticipated behavior within a
vertical or audience.

Customer Characteristics All
distinguishing, distinctive, typical or peculiar
characteristics and circumstances or customers
that can be used in market segmentation to tell
one group of customers from another.
Customer Relationship Marketing
Also known as lifecycle or retention
marketing is the processes of differentiating
the developing characteristics and aptitudes
of a consumer segment throughout its
lifespan, altering tactics and voice to resonate
with the customer based on their level of
commitment and brand impression.

Core Competencies Relates to a company’s

Customer Relationship Management

particular areas of skill and competence that
best contribute to its ability to compete.

(CRM)Tracking customer behavior for
the purpose of developing marketing and
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relationship-building processes that bond the
consumer to the brand. Developing software
or systems to provide one-to-one customer
service and personal contact between the
company and the customer.

which a brand approaches its vertical as well
as how its audiences percieve it, and in doing
so, breaking with the accepted or conventional
means levied by its competition.

Market Fragmentation Separation of a
market that is relatively uniform in character
into different segments that have different
preferences and demand patterns, each
requiring different marketing approaches.
The division of the cellular phone market
into several divergent markets for different
classes of smart phone is an example of
market fragmentation.

can be expected to respond in much the same
way to a company’s offering, and (c) command
enough purchasing power to be of strategic
importance to the company.

traits that characterize a group of people,
such as age, sex, nationality, marital status,
education, occupation or income. Decisions
on market segmentation are often based on
demographic data.

Emotional Branding is a term used
within marketing communications that
refers to the practice of building brands that
appeal directly to a consumer’s emotional
state, needs and aspirations. Emotional
branding is successful when it triggers an
emotional response in the consumer, that
is, a desire for the advertised brand (or
product) that cannot fully be rationalized.
Emotional brands have a significant
impact when the consumer experiences
a strong and lasting attachment to the
brand comparable to a feeling of bonding,
companionship or love.

Differential Product Advantage

Endorsed Brand Generally a product or

A feature of a product that is valuable to
customers and is not found in other products
of the same category.

service brand name that is supported by a
masterbrand - either dominantly e.g. Bowflex
Tread climber or lightly e.g. Nautilus Bowflex.

Differentiation Creation or demonstration of

Grass Roots

unique characteristics in a company’s products
or brands compared to those of its competitors.

The use of social motivation and political
influences to advance a cause or idea.

Market Polarization As markets mature
they tend to polarize. This is commonly the
case with the variables of superior quality and
low price with the middle offering neither and
typically losing. However, other paradigms of
polarization can occur in which the opposite
scenario unfolds; where both poles present
a parity and the vacant middle ground
represents the opportunity.

Differentiator Any tangible or
intangible characteristic that can be used
to distinguish a product or a company from
other products and companies.

Intangibles “Intangible” - incapable of being

Market Position A measure of the position

touched. (1) Intangible assets - trademarks,
copyrights, patents, design rights, proprietary
expertise, databases, etc. (2) Intangible brand
attributes - brand names, logos, graphics,
colors, shapes and smells.

of a company or product on a market. Defined
as market share multiplied by share of mind.

Offering What a company offers for sale to
customers. An offering includes the product
and its design, features, quality, packaging,
distribution, etc., together with associated
services such as financing, warranties and
installation. The name and brand of the
product are also part of the offering.

Market Segment A group of customers

Parallel Vertical Alignment

who (a) share the same needs and values, (b)

The act of aligning a brand’s product,

Customer Service The way in which
the brand meets its customers’ needs via
its various different channels (for example,
over the telephone or Internet in the case of
remote banking, or in person in the case of
retail or entertainment).

Demographics The description of outward

Disruption The act of altering the way in

Market Headroom is the total
anticipated market universe expansion over
a set period of time.

Market Landscape generally refers to
how a vertical market can be modeled to
identify horizontal segments and audience
sub categories.

Market Universe is the total available
audience of a given vertical market.
Motivational Triggers are the value
benefits that support or respond to a given
audience’s need states.
OEM Market OEM stands for Original
Equipment Manufacturers. The OEM market
consists of companies that use another
company’s product as a component in their
own production. A manufacturer of ball
bearings, for example, sells both to OEM
customers who build the bearings into
machines, and to end users who need the
bearings as spare parts for machines that
they have bought from the OEMs. Most
manufacturing companies thus have an OEM
market and a replacement market. The latter is
usually called the MRO market or aftermarket.
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processes, or messages with another brand
that has audience cross over but that does not
directly or indirectly compete with it.

Parent Brand A brand that acts as an
endorsement to one or more sub-brands
within a range.
Peer Sourced
Leveraging peer or friend based influences
to drive audience participation, to support
an idea or propagate a desired outcome
from a target group or audience segment.

Positioning Statement A written
description of the position that a company
wishes itself, its product or its brand to occupy
in the minds of a defined target audience.
Rebrand When a brand owner revisits the
brand with the purpose of updating or revising
based on internal or external circumstances.
Rebranding is often necessary after an M&A or if
the brand has outgrown its identity/marketplace.

Relative Market Share Your own
company’s market share compared to those
of your competitors. A large share confers
advantages of scale in product development,
manufacturing and marketing. It also puts you
in a stronger position in the minds of customers,
which has a positive influence on pricing.

Relaunch Reintroducing a product into a
specific market. The term implies that the

company has previously marketed the product
but stopped marketing it. A relaunched
product has usually undergone one or more
changes. It may, for example, be technically
modified, rebranded, distributed through
different channels or repositioned.

Repositioning Communications
activities to give an existing product a
new position in customers’ minds and so
expanding or otherwise altering its potential
market. Many potentially valuable products
lead an obscure existence because they were
launched or positioned in an inadequate
manner. It is almost always possible to
enhance the value of such products by
repositioning them.

Rollout The process by which a company
introduces a new product or service
to different geographical markets or
consumer segments.

Selective Media Media that, unlike mass
media, reach only small and identifiable
groups of people, for example, members of
a particular profession or industry or other
groups defined by geographic, demographic
or psychographic data (otherwise known as
targeted media).

Service Brand A product consisting
predominantly of intangible values. “A
service is something that you can buy
and sell, but not drop on your foot” (The

Economist). In this sense, a service is
something that you do for somebody, or a
promise that you make to them.

Share of Mind There are many
definitions of share of mind. At its most
precise, share of mind measures how often
consumers think about a particular brand
as a percentage of all the times they think
about all the brands in its category. More
loosely, share of mind can be defined
simply as positive perceptions of the brand
obtained by market research. Whereas
market share measures the width of a
company’s market position, share of mind
can be said to measure its depth.
Share of Voice The media spending of a
particular brand when compared to others
in its category.

Social Experiment
The act of disrupting a social norm to elicit a
desired response or challenge a social convention
ultimately aimed at altering a groups perception
of an accepted routine or point of view.

Sponsorship Marketing
The act of providing financial support for
a non- philanthropic cause, category or
individual in exchange for attribution.

Sub-brand A product or service brand
that had its own name and visual identity to
differentiate it from the parent brand.

Target Market The market segment or group
of customers that a company has decided to
serve, and at which it consequently aims its
marketing activities.

Syndicated Content
Content that is provided from one brand to
another in exchange for attribution.

Top-of-mind awareness (TOMA) is
a brand or specific product coming first
in customers’ minds when thinking of a
particular industry. Companies attempt
to build brand awareness through media
exposure on channels such as the internet,
radio, newspapers, television, magazines, and
social media. In a survey of nearly 200 senior
marketing managers, 50% responded that they
found the “top of mind” metric very useful.
User Generated Content
Content, contextual or visual that originates with
or is procured from a brand’s customer audience.

Appendices 14.0

{

Some say it serves a purpose.
Some say it doesn’t.
You decide.

}
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Icon: “The Profit Angle” 14.1

https://www.iconfitness.com/about/mission.html

Icon Company Mission Statement

“THE PROFIT ANGLE”

TO BE FIRST IN FITNESS
WITH LEADING EDGE INNOVATION;
TO PROVIDE LONG-TERM PROFITABILITY
FOR OUR CUSTOMERS, EMPLOYEES,
AND THE COMPANY; TO PRODUCE ON-TIME,
ON-BUDGET, QUALITY PRODUCTS
THAT EXCEED THE CONSUMERS’ EXPECTATIONS OF
FUNCTION, FORM AND VALUE

Bloomberg: On Beachbody 14.2

Bloomberg
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-08-31/builder-of-ryan-s-abs-sees-beachbody-emulating-starbucks.html

Beachbody
Builder of Ryan’s Abs Sees Beachbody
Emulating Starbucks
Paul Ryan’s abs have helped sell a
bunch of P90X workout DVDs.
Yet while orders of Beachbody LLC’s
exercise program doubled in the week
after Republican presidential candidate
Mitt Romney chose him as his running
mate, the company isn’t counting on the
Ryan bounce to last.
“I don’t think your average American
is more inclined to buy the program
now,” said Jon Congdon, Beachbody’s
president and co-founder.
He has other plans to turn the $600
million company into the Starbucks
of health and fitness, and it doesn’t
include capitalizing on Ryan’s widely
reported devotion to the workout
mashup of martial arts, yoga and
other sports. Reversing a strategy
that has persuaded millions of people
to exercise at home on their own, the
company is now trying to colonize the
gym by starting a P90X certification
program for trainers.
Pushing into gyms will win more
exposure and boost sales of the DVDs
and other offerings, including a vitamin
drink mix called Shakeology that
costs $120 a month and has become
Beachbody’s top seller, Congdon said.
Beachbody is going after a U.S. fitness,

training and weight-loss industry that
generated $34 billion of revenue last
year, according to IBISWorld. There’s
plenty of room for growth with rising
obesity rates and a Baby Boomer
generation that’s more active and
focused on their looks than previous
retirees, according to the Los Angelesbased researcher.
Fragmented Market
“The world of fitness is very
fragmented, and there is certainly an
opportunity for a brand to become a
standard,” said Tim Calkins, a marketing
professor at Northwestern University’s
Kellogg School of Management in
Evanston, Illinois. “The challenge is that
it’s difficult and will take a lot of money
and time to become a leading brand.”
Congdon, 49, and Chief Executive
Officer Carl Daikeler, 48, founded
Santa Monica, California-based
Beachbody in 1998. They had their
first hit in 2005 with Power 90
Extreme, or P90X, a cross-training
workout combining several disciplines,
including resistance training and
kickboxing. Adherents are supposed to
see results in 90 days. Since its debut,
P90X has sold about 4 million units
worth $600 million.
Infomercials featuring chiseled creator
Tony Horton and before-and-after
shots of satisfied customers fueled
sales and such later workouts as
Insanity, which now outsells P90X.

Along the way, Beachbody
benefited from unsolicited celebrity
endorsements from the likes of singer
Sheryl Crow and First Lady Michelle
Obama. The resulting sales bounce
faded quickly, as it will in Ryan’s case,
according to Congdon.
Butt Lift
“While curiosity behind the program
has gotten some extra sales, it isn’t
going to affect us on a monumental
scale,” said Congdon, who’s more bullish
on the new gym strategy.
So far, 1,200 people have been
certified in P90X training and
thousands more will follow, he says.
A certification for teaching classes
patterned after Beachbody’s Brazil
Butt Lift and Insanity workouts are
also in the works.
In June, Beachbody signed a revenuesharing partnership with the National
Academy of Sports Medicine, a forprofit fitness educator, to help create
the $500 program and market it to its
150,000 customers, including 40,000
certified trainers.
This month Beachbody also acquired
Powder Blue Productions, which
already has certified more than 60,000
instructors to date in its Turbo Kick, Hip
Hop Hustle and PiYo workouts. Classes
based on its programs are already being
conducted in health clubs, including
chain 24 Hour Fitness.

Phenomenal Marriage
“If you can take the power of a brand
like P90X and use it as a vehicle to drive
people back into clubs and working
with a personal trainer, then it’s a
phenomenal marriage,” said Andrew
Wyant, president of the Chandler,
Arizona-based NASM. “You’d be
hard-pressed to find a trainer who isn’t
familiar with P90X.”
It’s not hard to see why. At any one
time, Beachbody is running a halfdozen infomercials. This year the
company will spend $120 million on
advertising, including $100 million
for television. That’s 20 percent of
Beachbody’s $600 million in projected
annual revenue, almost double the 11
percent of sales that Nike Inc. (NKE)
spends on marketing.
Buying air time for 30-minute
infomercials mostly during
weekend mornings was the core of
Beachbody’s business model until
2007 when it created a multilevel
marketing network called Team
Beachbody, run by Daikeler.
The network works by assigning what
the company calls a coach to customers.
The coach then introduces add-on
products such as Shakeology drinks,
which, like other Beachbody products,
aren’t sold at third-party retailers.
Coach Marketers
People become coaches by paying

$39.99 to join and a monthly fee
of $15.95. They get discounts on
products and receive a cut of what
they sell to customers. They can also
earn money by signing up coaches and
getting commissions from their sales.
The highest-paid coach made $1.42
million last year, according to the
company’s website.
There are now more than 94,000
coaches, up from 50,000 a year ago,
with many acting as another marketing
arm of the company by promoting
and selling Beachbody products on
the Web. As a group, the coaches
will generate a 70 percent increase
in sales to about $240 million this
year, according to the company. That
accounts for 40 percent of revenue
with the rest coming from phone and
Web orders.
Customers spread word of mouth
by posting an abundance of video
testimonials on Google Inc.’s
YouTube. That helps explain how
a DVD set selling for for more
than $100 and promises of intense
workouts with exercises like prison
cell push-ups flourished during and
after the downturn.
Targeting Seniors
Congdon acknowledges the push
into gyms is a bit awkward given the
infomercials pitching Beachbody
workouts as a cheaper, better
alternative to a health-club membership.

“Although we sell against the gym in
our advertisements, we realize some
people are social and just want to go to
the gym,” Congdon said. “We don’t want
to leave them out.”
Beachbody still sees growth
opportunities in home workouts.
It’s going after senior citizens with
Tai Cheng, a $120 DVD set that
teaches the health benefits of Tai
Chi movements. Beachbody plans to
release a program for kids, too. The
company, which generates about 95
percent of its sales in the U.S., also has
set its sights abroad.
Beachbody’s sales growth and the
increased focus on wellness and
fighting obesity in the U.S. has
garnered plenty of interest from
potential acquirers, Congdon said.
At this point, though, the company
has declined because it believes it
can reach “multi-billion” sales on
its own, he said. An initial public
offering hasn’t seriously been
discussed either.
“There is a huge epidemic of obesity
in this country,” Congdon said. “There
over 200 million people who are
overweight, or obese, and do not know
what to do about it. We believe we are
the solution.”
To contact the reporter on this story:
Matt Townsend in New York at
mtownsend9@bloomberg.net
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Rating the diets Jenny Craig edges out six others Last reviewed: May 2011
Our latest diet Ratings update (available to subscribers)
has produced a new winner: Jenny Craig, a commercial
program that combines personal phone or in-person
counseling with a portion-controlled regimen of premade foods supplemented with homemade side dishes
What gave it the edge over the other big names we
assessed—stalwarts such as Atkins, Ornish, and Weight
Watchers—was a 332-person, two-year study of the
program published in the Oct. 27, 2010, Journal of the
American Medical Association. Ninety-two percent of
participants stuck with the Jenny Craig program for two
years—a remarkable level of adherence (which critics
have questioned)—and at the end of that time weighed an
average of about 8 percent less than when they started.
When we last rated diets four years ago, the winner was
the Volumetrics diet, based on eating high-bulk, lowcalorie food. In a sense, it’s still a winner: The Volumetrics
brand is now part of Jenny Craig, which is why we’re not
rating it separately this time. As for taste, Jenny Craig’s
prepared food was decent, though not great, as we noted
in “Diet Taste-off” earlier this year.
So if you need to lose weight, should you immediately
sign up for Jenny Craig? It’s obviously worth considering,
but if you don’t like the idea of eating pre-packaged
meals, it might not be for you.
The diet that works is the one you can stay on, says
Kathleen Melanson, Ph.D., associate professor of
nutrition and food sciences at the University of Rhode
Island and director of its Energy Balance Laboratory. “If
you’re forcing yourself on a diet you hate, it’s going to be
really hard to stick with long-term,” she says.
And these days, choices abound. You can follow the
Ornish diet, a near-vegan plan with very little fat, or its
diametric opposite, the Atkins diet, which allows almost

two-thirds of your calories from fat. Or you can settle
somewhere in between with the moderate regimens
offered by Weight Watchers and Jenny Craig.
As you make your decision, bear in mind some basic
realities about weight-loss diets.
Calories, with an asterisk
To lose weight, you have to burn up more calories than
you take in, no matter what kind of diet you’re on. “The
first law of thermodynamics still applies,” says Dean
Ornish, M.D. But emerging evidence shows that some
forms of calories are more filling than others. Protein
is the most satiating nutrient, followed by high-fiber
grains, fruits, and vegetables.
“We used to believe that it was the same if you ate 200
calories of a cream puff or 200 calories of a chicken breast,”
says Karen Miller-Kovach, R.D., chief scientific officer for
Weight Watchers. “But people would ask, ‘Why do I feel
hungry sooner after eating the cream puff?’”
Diet creators are taking advantage of this new insight
to tilt their menus toward foods that will enable you to
shed pounds with the fewest hunger pangs. For instance,
most of the diets we rate feature liberal amounts of fiber
and/or fruits and vegetables.

It’s OK to go low-carb

sedentary and overweight population.”

The 2010 edition of the U.S. Dietary Guidelines for
Americans, which we’ve used as the basis for the diets’
nutrition Ratings (available to subscribers), still frowns
on eating 10 percent or more of calories from saturated
fat from meat and dairy products and more than 35
percent from fats overall. So the Atkins diet, which is 64
percent fat calories overall and 18 percent saturated fat,
ends up with only a Fair nutrition score.

Moreover, clinical studies have found that an Atkins or
Atkins-like diet not only doesn’t increase heart-disease
risk factors but also actually reduces them as much as
or more than low-fat, higher-carb diets that produce
equivalent weight loss.

But there’s more to the story. Evidence is accumulating
that refined carbohydrates promote weight gain and
type 2 diabetes through their effects on blood sugar
and insulin. “If you have insulin resistance, your insulin
may go up to 10 or 20 times normal in order to control
your blood sugar after you eat sugar or carbs,” says Eric
C. Westman, M.D., an associate professor of medicine at
Duke University who co-wrote the newest version of the
Atkins diet. “But the insulin also tells your body to make
and store fat. When you restrict carbs, your insulin goes
down and you can burn your body fat, so you eat fewer
calories and aren’t as hungry.”

On the other hand, the Ornish Program for Reversing
Heart Disease, which includes a low-fat diet along with
exercise, stress management, and group support, has
proven so effective that Medicare now covers it for
cardiac patients.
While scientists sort this out, what’s a low-carb dieter
to do? Michael L. Dansinger, M.D., assistant professor
of medicine at Tufts University and a longtime weightloss researcher, suggests this middle ground: “a lowish carbohydrate diet that’s high in vegetables and
lean protein, including dairy; moderate in fruit; with
nonsaturated fat from sources such as olive oil, nuts,
avocados, and fish.”
Support matters

In late 2010, Weight Watchers unveiled PointsPlus, a
major revision of its venerable Points system of caloriecounting, to steer hungry dieters to the most filling
foods. That chicken breast will use up only three points
of your daily allowance, but the cream puff for dessert
will cost you nine points.

Isn’t it dangerous to eat so much fat? That’s still a subject
of vigorous scientific debate, but it’s clear that fat is
not the all-round villain we’ve been taught it is. Several
epidemiology studies have found that saturated fat
doesn’t seem to increase people’s risk of cardiovascular
disease or stroke. Other studies suggest that you might
be even better off if you replace saturated fat with
unsaturated fat instead of with certain carbs, the ones
that turn to blood sugar quickly after you eat them, such
as white bread and potatoes.

(The company has completed clinical trials of the new
diet, Miller-Kovach says, but the results haven’t been
published yet, so we couldn’t incorporate them into our
Weight Watchers Rating calculations.)

A nutrition researcher, Frank B. Hu, M.D., of the Harvard
School of Public Health, recently wrote that he believes
“refined carbohydrates are likely to cause even greater
metabolic damage than saturated fat in a predominantly

Our past reader surveys have found that the
overwhelming majority of people who succeed at
weight loss do it on their own. But don’t discount the
impact of a good emotional support system.
The Jenny Craig diet, for instance, includes weekly
counseling sessions, and group support meetings are the
foundation of the Weight Watchers plan. Dean Ornish’s
program has run support groups for decades to help
people follow his rigorous program. “Most people think
they’re going to have the hardest time with that support
group, and yet it’s the secret sauce that makes the diet
sustainable,” he says. “We have people still meeting 25
years after our first study ended.”
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List of Weight Loss Forums and Social Networks

There is a growing number of superb
websites offering innovative ways to
connect with a support network of
people who are interested in fitness
or weight loss. Some of these sites
have already been mentioned on
diet-blog.com – however, this list
is more comprehensive and will be
updated from here on. Most sites
are free while others may offer a
premium fee-based service.

1. Weight Loss Wars – Allows you to compete
with other members in weight loss contests and
challenges similar to The Biggest Loser. Great for
coworkers to do together as some fun workplace
healthy interaction.

7. Diet Television – Track diet and exercise
habits and link up with others.

2. Weight Loss Buddy – Devoted to
matching up weight loss buddies based on a
number of criteria.

9. IntroPLAY – Track exercise. Compete in
exercise leagues.

3. Fat Secret – Journaling, chatting, tips,

10. FitLink – Fitness themed with ability to
find training partners.

recipes – can be centered around any diet.

4. Extra Pounds – Blogging and tracking.
5. SparkPeople – Popular weight loss program
with many social networking features.
6. Diet.com – Began as the “personality type
diet” – but now offers a number of ways to
connect with others.

8. Traineo – Popular fitness site with ability
to get others to motivate you.

11. WalkingSpree – Emphasis on walking
and linking with pocket pedometer. Blogs
and journals.
12. PeerTrainer – Many social networking
features. Fitness emphasis.
13. WellSphere – Join groups centered
around specific goals.

Fitocracy.com
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Fitocracy arrives for Android users needing an exercise level-up

engadget.com: Fitocracy Article 14.9
Athletes wanting to motivate themselves with Fitocracy’s game-like ranking system have had to carry an iPhone to get the full
experience, at least if they wanted to go beyond the website. They’ve got their solution now that the Android port has arrived.
Like before, it lets smartphone owners log their runs and other workouts to earn points, new levels and achievements shared with
friends on the social network. Sign-ups are free for the core Fitocracy service; springing for the $50 yearly subscription (or $5
per month) supplies the option to save unlimited routines, grab others’ routines, start fitness duels and test new features early. If
you’ve been looking for that extra nudge from your Nexus to get off the couch, hit the source link.

Fitocracy Launches New Android App

Award-winning, video game-inspired social platform for fitness aims to grow its community of nearly one million users; updated
iOS app released January 4
NEW YORK CITY – Fitocracy, the award-winning social network that makes fitness fun and addictive, launched its brand-new app
for Android on January 9, 2013. Long-awaited, and aggressively requested by the 50 percent of “Fitocrats” who use Android, the
app was developed from the ground up to ensure a truly native Android experience. The release comes just days after Fitocracy
launched an updated version of its award-winning app for iOS. Both apps are free of charge.
Although several new fitness tracking apps have entered the market over the last year, only Fitocracy offers a supportive community of
nearly one million users, who spend an average of nearly four hours per month on the platform. By comparison, the average Facebook
user spends 6.75 hours per month using Facebook; the average Twitter user, just 21 minutes per month using Twitter. (Source: Morrison
& Foerster LLP) Hailing from all parts of the globe, Fitocrats use Fitocracy’s social networking features to exchange information, organize
groups, hold each other accountable, set challenges, and give and receive encouragement. From light walkers to veteran bodybuilders,
people of all fitness levels use Fitocracy to transform their bodies and change each other’s lives.
“Every day we hear from users who say that we’ve helped them to finally achieve their goals when nothing else worked for them,”
says Fitocracy CEO and founder Brian Wang. “The majority tell us it’s because of Fitocracy’s huge support network of like-minded
and similarly focused users, who offered them the guidance and encouragement they needed to succeed.”
Where you can find Fitocracy’s newest products: The brand-new Android app: Download at
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.fitocracy.app.
The revamped iPhone app: Download at https://itunes.apple.com/app/id509253726?mt=8. This latest version more prominently
displays Quests: a popular feature that presents users with fun, quick fitness challenges. Fitocrats can now begin a workout
immediately after downloading the app. Also, from January 15-24, 2013, Fitocracy’s founders will teach a free online class at
Skillshare.com on how to achieve fitness goals through proper exercise, nutrition, and habit-building: http://www.skillshare.com/
Get-Fit-In-The-New-Year-And-For-Life/476719620/1757172534/. Fitocracy’s community-focused approach to fitness stems from
the friendship between company founders Wang and Chief Growth Officer Richard Talens. In 2010, the two men launched their
start-up with the goal of making exercise as fun and addictive as their favorite childhood activity: playing video games. In addition
to connecting its users via social networking, Fitocracy makes exercising fun through gamification – awarding points and badges for
workouts well-done and ranking users to spark friendly competition.
“The Fitocracy community understands that it takes more than ‘move more, eat less’ to become fit. It also requires encouragement
and empowerment,” says Talens. “Our community’s success rate defies conventional wisdom. You’ll find every type of success story
imaginable – from people who have lost hundreds of pounds, to people who are overcoming amputations or battling back against
debilitating diseases. You will find someone who’s done it before, and they will support you in every way they can.”

To be
Continued...

